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Now A Word from OUR Sponsor.
By Kibo and CM
Dec 5, 2011 - 12:44:40 PM

Now A Word from OUR Sponsor.
Ahoye

I was going over the THOTH/Leonette piece that Candace had put up analysing, questioning, looking for details and such
CM kinda threw this in on me while i was writing.......
i thought it went with the rest so.....
i'm throwing it in here......
i hesitate for the actual projection of timing for what is to come 
please remember that things change on a moment to moment basis especially on this planet.......... 
you will forgive me if i don't excited over the 'within a week' thing
Still
I pray that it is actually so 
GOD'S WILL BE DONE!

so anyway
and without further ado:

And now a word from our sponsor:

This is Christ Michael, here.
I have been dealing with this one in recent weeks in order to get him up the hill, so to speak.

WE can assure you all that the whole operation is commencing and has been ongoing since you first were told of it. Stasis will be implemented as soon as the Agarthans are squared away and we will be removing every human being and VIABLE robotoid that has earned the right, from the surface of Gaia and transporting them to our ships that are best suited for maintaining such a large population.
WE will not be concerned for those that will remain on planet for the duration. The decision to keep them in stasis is rightfully considered as the compassionate action to take.

Your dark leaders will be incarcerated in their contained holodeck and the rest of you will be awakened as the need arises. Some will join us in our endeavors to create the foundation of the world of experience to come, and so, these ones will be awakened before others. Those that are going to be adjudicated to other lives and planets can just as well be dealt with in consciousness of spirit and their bodies will be held in transit and in abeyance until final determination of each, individual fate is established.

YOU WILL NOT BE SEEING THE END OF YOUR PRESENT YEAR. CHRISTMAS FOR YOURS, AS IT LOOKS RIGHT NOW, IS A LONG SHOT. WE FULLY EXPECT TO HAVE ALL OF YOU IN STASIS AND THE INITIAL MATTER SETTLED WITHIN THE NEXT FEW WEEKS. IT IS MOST LIKELY THAT WE WILL IMPLEMENT STASIS WITHIN A WEEK OR SO IN ORDER TO MAKE A SMOOTHER TRANSITION AND PLACE SURVIVING SOUL GROUPS TOGETHER AND ALSO KEEP TOGETHER SEGMENTS OF YOUR POPULATION THAT ARE DESTINED TO SHARE THE SAME FIELD OF EXPERIENCE IN THEIR NEXT EXPERIENCE OF MANIFESTATION OF BEING, ACCORDING TO THE TERMS OF THEIR ADJUDICATION.

WE see, moreso than you, what, where, how and why things are going and all available points of destination. For us to take such a step at this stage should clearly indicate to all that have followed our messages for any length of time, that WE are left with no choice but to wrap things up as quietly, as quickly and as neatly as possible. Much like a parent wrapping presents for their children while they sleep on Christmas Eve, wouldn’t you say?

[added: CM: Know that WE are, indeed, wrapping up a wonderful gift for all of you that are worthy to receive of it. What is to come is amazingly beautiful, inspiring and, most importantly, it has been earned by all of you that will receive of it. The joy ahead of you, that stands before you is a product of Divine Will in the heavens, but also the Divine Will that you have worked so hard to recognize, work with and evolve within yourselves. This is your co-creation made manifest! Please take the time to appreciate your own part in this, each and every one of you. Until WE meet again, for WE have met before.
I AM
Christ Michael Aton
and that will be it through this one for the day.
11/25/2011
oyahe

[link to abundanthope.net]

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1298522
United States
Candace? Who, Me?

Nobody in Particular
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 5787814
United States
12/04/2011 09:42 PM

"Kibo" is hardly a sock puppet. Deal with it. AbundantHope IS the 2nd Coming organization. I am undertaking discussion when I am in the mood in this thread of the evacuation to come. Thread: Stasis, mini stasis, craft, Jupiter

And I do remove negative posts from that, such as the ones here. Glad to see a pinned thread though.

Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/04/2011 09:42 PM

Nobody in Particular
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 5787814
United States
12/04/2011 09:56 PM

what the fuck is this shit
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1292097

part of the process of announcing its time to throw in the rag on the planet. There are too many changes coming, the dark have of course NOT cooperated and the planet is being evacuated. Actually that started 4 years ago when the reptilians were evacuated.

The inner earth folks have just been evacuated as well as humans living permanently underground in mans bases. Now it time for the surface.

Man cannot live thru the upcoming changes. The atmosphere will be too polluted from the volcanism, and man will even before then die in massive numbers from dark plans plus the arrival of the final wave, which would cause such massive fear, many would drop dead. So you are all going to be removed, down the last human on the surface.
This is not shit to my educated readers. I agree some of you will have difficulty with the piece. This is the most important page, brb to get it above to place here

WE can assure you all that the whole operation is commencing and has been ongoing since you first were told of it. Stasis will be implemented as soon as the Agarthans are squared away and we will be removing every human being and Viable robotoid that has earned the right, from the surface of Gaia and transporting them to our ships that are best suited for maintaining such a large population.

WE will not be concerned for those that will remain on planet for the duration. The decision to keep them in stasis is rightfully considered as the compassionate action to take.

Your dark leaders will be incarcerated in their contained holodeck and the rest of you will be awakened as the need arises. Some will join us in our endeavors to create the foundation of the world of experience to come, and so, these ones will be awakened before others. Those that are going to be adjudicated to other lives and planets can just as well be dealt with in consciousness of spirit and their bodies will be held in transit and in abeyance until final determination of each, individual fate is established.

YOU WILL NOT BE SEEING THE END OF YOUR PRESENT YEAR. CHRISTMAS FOR YOU ONES, AS IT LOOKS RIGHT NOW, IS A LONG SHOT. WE FULLY EXPECT TO HAVE ALL OF YOU IN STASIS AND THE INITIAL MATTER SETTLED WITHIN THE NEXT FEW WEEKS. IT IS MOST LIKELY THAT WE WILL IMPLEMENT STASIS WITHIN A WEEK OR SO IN ORDER TO MAKE A SMOOTHER TRANSITION AND PLACE SURVIVING SOUL GROUPS TOGETHER AND ALSO KEEP TOGETHER SEGMENTS OF YOUR POPULATION THAT ARE DESIGNED TO SHARE THE SAME FIELD OF EXPERIENCE IN THEIR NEXT EXPERIENCE OF MANIFESTATION OF BEING, ACCORDING TO THE TERMS OF THEIR ADJUDICATION.

WE see, moreso than you, what, where, how and why things are going and all available points of destination. For us to take such a step at this stage should clearly indicate to all that have followed our messages for any length of time, that WE are left with no choice but to wrap things up as quietly, as quickly and as neatly as possible. Much like a parent wrapping presents for their children while they sleep on Christmas Eve, wouldn’t you say?

People are too uneducated on this world to voluntarily board craft, so the planetary life of all ranges will be paused in order to get people safely OFF the planet. The Pause is something visually like pausing a DVD movie.

The coming changes will produce so much volcanism, even the plant life must be protected. Pausing the life energies will safeguard all life on this planet.

A number of years from now, after the changes and massive cleansing of the planet, life will be "awakened" in stages. 1 billion humans who have earned the right to ascend with the Mother Gaia, will be awakened to begin again.

The remainder not returning will be placed in various other appropriate situations which you can read about in my thread linked above, on page 9. There is NOTHING to fear in this. You will thus be "saved" from the massive destruction the dark alone have planned, from a combined war of their cyborg armies, the massive depopulation of this planet by their several methods planned, plus of course the earth changes.
I am confused.... 😞

Quoting: Lisa_1962

In this instance, stay confused. It's safer (and saner).

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4230430
United States
12/04/2011 10:50 PM

part of the process of announcing its time to throw in the rag on the planet. There are too many changes coming, the dark have of course NOT cooperated and the planet is being evacuated. Actually that started 4 years ago when the reptilians were evacuated.

The inner earth folks have just been evacuated as well as humans living permanently underground in mans bases. Now it time for the surface.

Man cannot live thru the upcoming changes. The atmosphere will be too polluted from the volcanism, and man will even before then die in massive numbers from dark plans plus the arrival of the final wave, which would cause such massive fear, many would drop dead. So you are all going to be removed, down the last human on the surface.
This is not shit to my educated readers. I agree some of you will have difficulty with the piece. This is the most important page, brb to get it above to place here

WE can assure you all that the whole operation is commencing and has been ongoing since you first were told of it. Stasis will be implemented as soon as the Agarthans are squared away and we will be removing every human being and VIABLE robotoid that has earned the right, from the surface of Gaia and transporting them to our ships that are best suited for maintaining such a large population.

WE will not be concerned for those that will remain on planet for the duration. The decision to keep them in stasis is rightfully considered as the compassionate action to take.

Your dark leaders will be incarcerated in their contained holodeck and the rest of you will be awakened as the need arises. Some will join us in our endeavors to create the foundation of the world of experience to come, and so, these ones will be awakened before others. Those that are going to be adjudicated to other lives and planets can just as well be dealt with in consciousness of spirit and their bodies will be held in transit and in abeyance until final determination of each, individual fate is established.

YOU WILL NOT BE SEEING THE END OF YOUR PRESENT YEAR. CHRISTMAS FOR YE ONES, AS IT LOOKS RIGHT NOW, IS A LONG SHOT. WE FULLY EXPECT TO HAVE ALL OF YOU IN STASIS AND THE INITIAL MATTER SETTLED WITHIN THE NEXT FEW WEEKS. IT IS MOST LIKELY THAT WE WILL IMPLEMENT STASIS WITHIN A WEEK OR SO IN ORDER TO MAKE A SMOOTHER TRANSITION AND PLACE SURVIVING SOUL GROUPS TOGETHER AND ALSO KEEP TOGETHER SEGMENTS OF YOUR POPULATION THAT ARE DESTINED TO SHARE THE SAME FIELD OF EXPERIENCE IN THEIR NEXT EXPERIENCE OF MANIFESTATION OF BEING, ACCORDING TO THE TERMS OF THEIR ADJUDICATION.

WE see, moreso than you, what, where, how and why things are going and all available points of destination. For us to take such a step at this stage should clearly indicate to all that have followed our messages for any length of time, that WE are left with no choice but to wrap things up as quietly, as quickly and as neatly as possible. Much like a parent wrapping presents for their children while they sleep on Christmas Eve, wouldn’t you say?

People are too uneducated on this world to voluntarily board craft, so the planetary life of all ranges will be paused in order to get people safely OFF the planet. The Pause is something visually like pausing a DVD movie.

The coming changes will produce so much volcanism, even the plant life must be protected. Pausing the life energies will safeguard all life on this planet.

A number of years from now, after the changes and massive cleansing of the planet, life will be "awakened" in stages. 1 billion humans who have earned th right to ascend with the Mother Gaia, will be awakened to begin again.

The remainder not returning will be placed in various other appropriate situations which you can read about in my thread linked above, on page 9. There is NOTHING to fear in this. You will thus be "saved" from the massive destruction the dark alone have planned, from a combined war of their cyborg armies, the massive depopulation of this planet by their several methods planned, plus of course the earth changes.

-- AH- Candace GLP # 25-1 -- page. 6
what the fuck is this shit?

CeeZee
User ID: 1584996
United States
12/04/2011 11:26 PM
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Now A Word from OUR Sponsor.
By Kibo and CM
Dec 5, 2011 - 12:44:40 PM

Now A Word from OUR Sponsor.
Ahoye

I was going over the THOTH/Leonette piece that Candace had put up analysing, questioning, looking for details and such
CM kinda threw this in on me while i was writing....... i thought it went with the rest so.....
i'm throwing it in here......
i hesitate for the actual projection of timing for what is to come please remember that things change on a moment to moment basis especially on this planet.......... you will forgive me if i don't excited over the 'within a week' thing
Still
I pray that it is actually so
GOD'S WILL BE DONE!

so anyway
and without further ado:

And now a word from our sponsor:

This is Christ Michael, here. I have been dealing with this one in recent weeks in order to get him up the hill, so to speak.

WE can assure you all that the whole operation is commencing and has been ongoing since you first were told of it. Stasis will be implemented as soon as the Agarthans are squared away and we will be removing every human being and VAILABLE robotoid that has earned the right, from the surface of Gaia and transporting them to our ships that are best suited for maintaining such a
large population.

WE will not be concerned for those that will remain on planet for the duration. The decision to keep them in stasis is rightfully considered as the compassionate action to take.

Your dark leaders will be incarcerated in their contained holodeck and the rest of you will be awakened as the need arises. Some will join us in our endeavors to create the foundation of the world of experience to come, and so, these ones will be awakened before others. Those that are going to be adjudicated to other lives and planets can just as well be dealt with in consciousness of spirit and their bodies will be held in transit and in abeyance until final determination of each, individual fate is established.

YOU WILL NOT BE SEEING THE END OF YOUR PRESENT YEAR. CHRISTMAS FOR YE ONES, AS IT LOOKS RIGHT NOW, IS A LONG SHOT. WE FULLY EXPECT TO HAVE ALL OF YOU IN STASIS AND THE INITIAL MATTER SETTLED WITHIN THE NEXT FEW WEEKS. IT IS MOST LIKELY THAT WE WILL IMPLEMENT STASIS WITHIN A WEEK OR SO IN ORDER TO MAKE A SMOOTHER TRANSITION AND PLACE SURVIVING SOUL GROUPS TOGETHER AND ALSO KEEP TOGETHER SEGMENTS OF YOUR POPULATION THAT ARE DESTINED TO SHARE THE SAME FIELD OF EXPERIENCE IN THEIR NEXT EXPERIENCE OF MANIFESTATION OF BEING, ACCORDING TO THE TERMS OF THEIR ADJUDICATION.

WE see, moreso than you, what, where, how and why things are going and all available points of destination. For us to take such a step at this stage should clearly indicate to all that have followed our messages for any length of time, that WE are left with no choice but to wrap things up as quietly, as quickly and as neatly as possible. Much like a parent wrapping presents for their children while they sleep on Christmas Eve, wouldn’t you say?

[added: CM: Know that WE are, indeed, wrapping up a wonderful gift for all of you that are worthy to receive of it. What is to come is amazingly beautiful, inspiring and, most importantly, it has been earned by all of you that will receive of it. The joy ahead of you, that stands before you is a product of Divine Will in the heavens, but also the Divine Will that you have worked so hard to recognize, work with and evolve within yourselves. This is your co-creation made manifest! Please take the time to appreciate your own part in this, each and every one of you. Until WE meet again, for WE have met before.

I AM
Christ Michael Aton
and that will be it through this one for the day.
11/25/2011
oyah

[link to abundanthope.net]

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.

Quoting: firmament
OK... Now what...?

**Nobody in Particular**
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 5787814
United States
12/04/2011 11:38 PM

as to now what, I have a thread running here on these topics, which many of you would not know, having not followed my site over the 6 years since we opened, in fact 2 days from now, December 6 2005, but I began working on the net with it, January 31 of 2005 using others to carry the material until we developed out own website.

**Thread: Stasis, mini stasis, craft, Jupiter**

*Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/04/2011 11:38 PM*

**Nobody in Particular**
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 5787814
United States
12/04/2011 11:40 PM

what the fuck is this shit?
Quoting: **Anonymous Coward 4230430**

exactly - and this pinned why?
Quoting: **Ima Pseudonym**

because somebody with green thumbs to spare thought it important. I would advise reading the other material on my site dated the 5th and 6th. There are 6 postings of important. Plus my thread here above.

[link to www.abundanthope.net]
TheLastStanly
User ID: 5348637
United States
12/05/2011 12:13 AM

So for the 1 billion that are coming back, what will be different for them/us(id like to think us 😛). Will those ones have risen in vibration already? And we won't get the chance to board them on our own? oh and when will we be learning about ourselves, and history and stuff?? or is that canceled like the mini stasis?

And thankyou. Thankyou thankyou thankyou. I know for a fact trying to inform people that dont want to be informed is hard.

Krishna
User ID: 3131181
United States
12/05/2011 12:29 AM

Sounds awesome and cant wait to be apart of what ever

Adamic Seed nli
User ID: 6265360
Canada
12/05/2011 01:32 AM

This piece should be read as metaphor, the work of an ardent, and creative mind.

Spaceships would be a metaphor for habitation within our greater-than-ourselves, soul.

'Rescued' is Borne of the anxiety produced by the perception of danger. The archetypal 'Hero's' 'Great Challenge' awaits, and He is having butterflies.

'Reptilian aliens' would be the negative tendencies we all have being repressed or squared away, dealt with, processing our shadow. Otherwise, it sounds like wish fulfillment, as in the bully overlords arrested and sequestered by a benevolent parental figure

Do not read this as factual.

firmament (OP)
User ID: 5374773
Germany
12/05/2011 05:50 AM
Who ever pined this thread....my heart goes out to you, i can not thank you enough!!
NIP, thank you from my heart for your explanation and your input.

You readers wants to know why i posted this read? Because i had to, simple as that.

This is not for you to share your opinion about, this is for you to take notice and ponder...discussion time is over.
You do not have to believe it either, this is not about what one may believe in.
**This is the Fathers notification to all of us.** Take it or leave it.

To the ones who really wants to be in the knowing ask, answers shall be given. There are quite a few awakened Souls working on this earth plane....and you can always get in touch with your Higher Selfs or with "Papa".

You need some explanation so you can see the bigger picture?;here are some links for you.

**Thread: THE WAVE/Face of God/The ONE**

**Thread: christian misunderstandings with correct teachings**

**Thread: The Spiritual Transformation of GAIA and your roles in the process.**

**Thread: NIP's End of this Age thread.**

**Thread: Stasis, mini stasis, craft, Jupiter**

you can read all the messages given plus a lot of different Information right here:

[link to abundanthope.net]

This world is in so much pain, we the people have been manipulated in so many unbelievable ways....this needs to end.
This is nothing to be afraid of, we all should be thankful that God himself puts an end to the suffering.

We all came a long ways....we may have different opinions...but we are all Gods Creation so therefor we are all brothers and sister.

Much Love to all of you and

GOD BLESS 💖

**firmament (OP)**
User ID: 5374773
Germany
12/05/2011 06:10 AM
A Father’s Plea- The Creator
By Creator Source thru Hazel
Dec 4, 2011 - 2:23:41 PM

I come in this solitary moment to introduce MYSELF to those who do not know ME; to those who know of ME; to those who view me in a religious context; and to reinforce MY presence within those who do know ME.

Times of great change loom auspiciously upon your earth plane and you of the human civilisation must come into the knowing of MY presence; hastily I might add.

I AM the ONE you call GOD, Creator, Source, Universal Deity, Foremost intelligence, Ultimate determiner, Final Judge and Adjudicator. It matters not the variation in title for I AM ONE and the same. I will simply refer to MYSELF as the Universal Father of ALL creation.

Titles and names create distinctions and causes separation in one’s understanding as one seeks a God of his/her culture. Know that God is One and All is One and ONE is ALL. It is when you come to understand this simple truth that profound awareness will dawn.

I come to affirm your status as sons and daughters of the light; for it is imperative at this juncture that you perceive yourself in light. Light is the quintessential you. That which darkens your world does not define you. Your body does not define you. Your earthly status does not define you. It is I the Creator of All, that defines you.

I cannot be seen but that does not mean that I do not exist. I can be known and experienced from within; and that is more credible than seeing. Knowing is your proof; feeling is your rule of measure. The nature of ME is the nature of you and you must therefore call upon your understanding of ME to know yourself.

I have many times brought the same message in different ways through different ones and I shall continue to do this until your immortal soul, which you are is allowed entrance into your physical mind to minister truth. Why do I endeavour with constancy and consistency to bring you truth? Simply my beloveds because you are MINE and I desire you to return home to ME. The route your take is of course your choice but I desire to see you placed on the path of knowing.

Which father will leave his children unattended, without care or supreme love? I cannot see you continuously suffering and not endeavour to lead you out of turmoil. It is love which engenders MY effort. I can see what beholds your world presently. I know what is transpiring and what will fall...
upon thee. I come to assist the confused, to bring clarity that those who may doubt will accept ME once and for all; not blindly or because I say you should, but because you know you must.

I am the living essence of truth within you. You can only find your truth there. I issue an invitation to you at this twelfth hour that has come upon the earth plane. Turn to ME; even if you never have before; turn to ME, call upon ME; not in challenge, but in need and love. I shall respond.

What other choice do you have dear ones? This is my final bid to draw you into the fold using only truth and a promise of a brighter future. The purpose of your life at this very moment should be to discover ME with haste as the winds of change carry yet another cycle to completion; that the new and exciting tomorrow may be yielded for your earth.

Many are now walking a tightrope with little balance left; so what say you? Will you not join the bandwagon of lighted beings and begin the most wondrous exploration of a new plane filled with knowledge and excitement for grander and purposeful living?

The canopy of change has now descended. You need only look around your world to witness the great confusion and collapse materialising. Will you continue to deny what you face or what it portends for your world? Who is your likely salvation now? When all is crumbling around you, who will you call upon? Can you save yourselves? From my vantage point I will offer a negative response.

That which you face on your earth is beyond your control and that which is fortuitously taking place cosmically is also beyond your control. I wish to tell you MY plans for you but how many will hear and believe? How many of MY ones have you castigated and deemed mental? Well it is those very ones who are sane my beloved children. The 'mental' ones are the knowing ones; the ones who know MY truth and serve it. It would serve you well to rethink what you have heard from the voices of God. For these ones who bring truth are MY voice.

I will not come again to you in this way. I take the bolder approach that you may hear without fear. Can you not hear the appeal through these MY words. Do not say after the event that the Father has deserted you or cast you aside. For the Father comes here and now to woo you back home. Will you hear and answer?

For generations I have sent MY beloved sons to effort with you of earth plane. Now I come MYSELF. Will you still reject the ONE you say you love? Must I descend from the clouds for you to believe? I do not live up to false conceptions or beliefs; for I serve Truth, which I AM. I can only urge you to seek truth by listening to the voice within. You will not see ME my little ones, but you will know ME if you know truth for I am already here.

I come not to create fear or feed your doubts. I come in truth only to tell you that your time on the earth has all but ended. Night is upon you now and some will never awaken to a blooming tomorrow. Take MY hand now for this is the final offer before the curtain falls.

I AM THE CREATOR OF ALL THAT IS- MY SON WHO YOU KNOW AS THE CHRIST IS ONE WITH ME AND THERE IS NO DISTINCTION. YOU ARE ONE WITH ME FOR I CREATED YOU. I PROCLAIM THE VICTORY OF THE LIGHT. THE TIME FOR SEPARATION HAS COME.

Hazel

www.pathtofreedomistruth.com
[link to abundanthope.net]
Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my website are approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste the mods time by making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post for link and details. Thankyou. NIP

[link to www.abundanthope.net]

Climbing the mountain of your soul- Higherself
By Hazel's Higher Self
Nov 29, 2011 - 5:43:26 AM

Climbing the mountain of your soul- Higherself
I bring you to the mountain that you may be inspired. At such heights rare breaths minister to the seeking soul who aspires to its pinnacle. Through the ascent the language of light becomes finely attired and the lungs of awareness expand within the aspirant. The Glory of the pinnacle beckons.

I will not give to you the majestic mountains of time and space where you often visit in the realms of your imagination beholding the wonderment and majesty of a pristine creation. I will lend it to you that you may come into recognition through natural analogy, a spiritual truth.

So many do the mountains bewitch that they expend time and energy to physically train in preparation for the climb. They acquire the most suitable gear and impose a time limit to accomplish a monumental task which requires great physical, mental and emotional stamina.

Invariably during their journey through challenging terrain, they may stumble, fall and often become bruised. Yet with the goal always in sight they persevere. Weariness of body is seldom experienced as the adrenaline pumps within spurring them to continue their climb to experience greater heights of personal and physical achievement. Often they will stop and take moments to enjoy the panoramic view, the beauty of which channels inspiration to ascend higher and higher.
until they could see what others are unable to see.

With every mile they overcome they witness an inner exhilaration and partake of rarefied air which takes them into new dimensions of feeling. All is now expanded and they feel the waft of accomplishment bathe over them as the pinnacle of the mountain is in sight. They rest not until they achieve their mortal goal. Mentally and physically they are pushed to the limits but the joy and peace and glory they experience at the pinnacle has made the journey with its varied experiences and casualties well worth it.

Why are you drawn to the mountain? Man seeks greatness, achievement of highest potential and peace. The mountain is symbolic of majesty, bears great height and commanding presence and presents a challenge to all but itself. It offers a haven of solitude to those searching for peace and quiet reverie. Its natural habitat inspires creative thought and dispensation. It is cast in untold beauty which attracts the soul of those drawn to it.

How befitting is the mountain, analogous to the soul of man yet disparate, the latter being spiritual and eternal and the former being physical and natural. Man can discover his soul, his character and truth as he climbs the physical mountain and indulges in the reverence of solitude allowing him to hear the wisdom of his soul and experience the beauty within himself. He is free in the mountain to walk with his spirit untouched by the rancour of extraneous certainties.

Yet the physical mountain speaks to man its own parable. It tells the story for those who can hear that man’s soul is likened unto a mountain willing man to assume the challenge of ascending it by preparing himself through the reflection of spiritual attitude and the desire for spiritual aptitude.

The mountain of his soul beckons him to take a welcoming journey to discover his truth and reality. Though this journey may be onerous at times and falter he may in his climb, progress he will make to encourage him to keep his eyes on the goal being the pinnacle of his soul – the Godhead.

This mountain can be climbed but can never be proved. It is its own greatness and offers only rewards to those who are courageous to take the journey. It offers higher vision and sound insight. The higher you ascend the more you become enveloped in vibrations anew. You find your song on this journey as your soul creates a harmony that will lure you continuously to higher placement. On this mountain you will experience the joy of being and the ecstatic of your own presence. Your instincts will be honed as you absorb more and more of the soul’s ethereal light and you will become transformed. This is your eternal abode where inspiration never fades, where wisdom is never forgotten and truth always shines.

It is the storehouse of balance where harmony can be purchased through the exchange of desire and effort. The mountain of your soul offers certainty and guarantee of eternal existence. When you make this mountain your dwelling place, you shall reside in your power and all fear shall be admonished in the wake of your knowing who you are. The pinnacle is at your behest, forever urging, instructing and guiding you through the perfect path for you; that as you journey to Glory, there too, will be Glory in the journey.
I AM THAT I AM
Hazel

[link to abundanthope.net]

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.

**firmament** (OP)
User ID: 5374773
Germany
12/05/2011 06:17 AM

Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my website are approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste the mods time by making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post for link and details. Thankyou.NIP

Understanding the MEME
By Thoth and Leonette
Dec 5, 2011 - 1:17:06 PM

Leonette did this with THOTH but did not quite finish it last February during the Egyptian and other North African and Middle East issues. She felt overwhelmed by the subject matter. I would suggest reading her early pieces on the Neural Net, which informs life on this planet. I sometimes call it the "genetic mind." You should look at the MEME's used also on TV and other public media to infect and train people a certain direction. They are everywhere. You can research Meme on Google, but I don't think you will find the use of the Neural Net there. But it will cover the others.

The Spirit of Truth bestowed by Christ Michael on pentecost 2000 years ago after the crucifixion is a POSITIVE example of placing something into the Neural Net. This is done appropriately by Celestials. Those of you who remember James of Wingmakers, who started a website during which he would gather you together to do this and he was not long in the world after that. Johan's meditations with all of you, do the same. But the dark have a "technology" to do this which as you will read here, is a lot cheaper and more predictable than the old methods of training opposing forces. This piece is a mix of the thoughts and understandings of Leonette with comments from Thoth. Since she did not prepare it for publishing at that time, I have attempted to label certain portions as being Leonette and some as being Thoth. If I blew it, forgive me, its a great piece anyway. This MEME operation is but one more reason to move forward at this time. -Candace

*******
Leonette: These last couple days, based on my concern given what has been taking place in the Mid-East. I was given a sort of insight with respect to how the ‘handlers’ are able to ‘influence’ such situations as they attempt to gain total control of those areas. I was ‘told’ that attempts at this initiated before in other countries chiefly from the former Soviet Bloc. The ‘handlers’ are now adventuring into the Mid East because of obvious reasons.

THOTH: The purpose is not to realise the logical conclusion. The handlers are not concerned about the realisation of human rights and democracy as is marketed out there. On the contrary, it is about ensuring that they gain an absolute foothold and complete control over those areas and their resources.

Previous attempts by utilising ‘other methods’ were unreliable at best and required great amounts of resources to ensure that compliant leaders ‘towed the line’. In any event such compliancy was not guaranteed in spite of huge resources and more often than not the ‘handlers’ would find themselves in situations where they themselves would be at the end of the bartering stick..as ‘complaint leaders’ re negotiated terms and conditions in exchange for continued compliance.

The handlers realised that they needed another avenue that will remove such power from the hands of such ‘complaint leaders’ or any leader as a matter of fact. Their forays into Central America during the Nicaragua-Contra situation showed them that it was extremely costly to arm and support counter revolutionary movements and there was still no guarantee that their objectives would be realised . Factually it was discerned that they no more had control over their counter revolutionaries as those they were trying to topple and that often led the way to even more disastrous situations of which’ the handlers’ had NO control and worse yet no conditions to negotiate their terms to achieve their objectives.

It was during this time that a team of behavioural scientists and genetic experts were organised into a secret sessions to devise methods of controlling behaviours on large scale populated areas.

The intent was to find seemingly innocuous ways of controlling large sections of a society without the need to send in what can be termed foreign ‘control agents’ to generate changes necessary to creating desired conditions that would facilitate the interests of TPTB.

Leonette: This is where the term ‘meme’ arises. Not much is known about the meme and how it works but I was told that it works on the basis that one has to understand the concept of the neural net. The net is where the human being receives it’s stimuli and registers it’s response to such stimuli. It act as a feed back loop that informs the mental conditioning of the human species and the resultant response of the human species to such mental conditioning is lodged in the ‘consciousness’ of the grid to be played back again and again until the human species breaks free from conditioning of the Grid.

The Net is comprised of a series of ‘fibres’ that interlock. I was told to think of how fibre optics work. Fibre Optics transmit information. The Net is comprised of similar but different fibres that transmit information on ancestral memories racial memories, genetic memories cultural memories, behavioural memories, site and location memories etc. For instance a person living in a particular country and or a particular location will be influenced by the racial characteristics that make up the people who live there. And the cultural themes that flow from such.

The genetic inputs that determine how people survive in certain conditions for example why some persons with certain racial characteristics are pre-disposed to certain conditions as opposed to others who do not contain the same characteristics. How the land and environment hone the mentality of the individuals who live there and their interaction with same etc..How every thought
form that inform the environment from time immemorial is locked within and whether the individual is aware or not, reacts to such conveyed essences. All these inputs are conveyed from the information passing through these fibres that interlock and form this neural net.

Thoth: These scientists and genetic experts understand these fibro-active modules and their challenge was to determine how to insert a ‘command’ to harness the information stored in these fibres to effect a particular result. They understood that the right command into the fibres that influence a particular race or nation or location could influence a mass of people at any given time.

This gives rise to the meme. The meme acts along an electronic and organic corridor. It is conveyed primarily along electronic lines to an organic portal who then inserts the meme into a particular location. So an apparent human being is ‘mentally adjusted’ using a series of electronic messages and is then re-inserted into an indigenous population for purposes of ‘contaminating’ the population.

It is conveyed to the NEURAL net via radio waves and remains somewhat dormant until it is activated by the ‘meme carriers’. Based on the stimuli-response feedback loop action of the neural net, the ‘meme carrier’ and the ‘meme radio waves’ by the process of ‘thought-action-re-action-register’, the influence is activated and strengthened until it reaches a threshold, where the influence starts affecting individuals within a certain radius. Once it is enacted the commands can be effectively given and assimilated by a large part of the mass population who are borderline and over borderline sympathetic to whatever message that is being generated within the meme command.

So for instance if the meme command says that ‘you are unhappy’ then anyone who is between 50 percent and above unhappy then such a mass will become instantly morose for the time that the meme command is active. Needless to say, those who are below the 50 percent threshold will be affected over time by those under the ‘meme control’ by virtue of their being under the influence of the ‘thought-action-reaction-register’ feedback loop of the Neural net. Remember the Neural Net fibres have been activated and strengthened by the ‘meme-carriers’ so by and large it will be a matter of time before many more are affected or infected as the case may be.

That is why you will observe that it starts with a few and in short time, without any seeming connection, it swells to include many who would not have been associated in any form or fashion with the consensus of the few who started the action.

Because of the amount of energy that is required to sustain a meme the influence generally ‘peters’ out in a relatively short space of time. Once in place it can be quickly activated but sustainability is short-lived.

Now this process is attractive to the handlers. They use members of the indigenous population as the ‘meme carrier’ receptors and disperse them back into the communities to be activated. They (the handlers) supply logistics and support to the ‘meme carriers’. They also provide the technological platforms to enable (i) the transferring of the radio waves containing the command messages to receptors positioned at certain locations. (ii) the marketing hype of situation for purposes of ‘softening’ and/or breaking down of resistance to the command (think mass hypnosis here), (iii) the reinforcing of the thought-action-reaction-register feedback-loop of behaviours (for example think of viewing information on the web-bots and or wiki-leaks and one’s thought/response and registration of such on the Neural Net).

These scientists had a theoretical understanding of how to effect change at a mass level. The problem was how they would insert the command into the fibres of the neural net. This is where
the term ‘psyche-ops’ come in...

‘Psyche-ops’ operate on many levels from the basic marketing lingo to ‘thought insert schematics’.

From this narrative we are concerned primarily with the ‘thought insert schematics’ for it is at that level that the real control is initiated and then promulgated downwards in a series of step by step psyche support systems.

There are few beings on the planet who are capable of inserting thought schematics into the Neural net. It is not a widely known or widely taught ability, however it is known and used and this has been one of the methods used consistently over eons to control groups of persons.

The method is relatively simple, once the ability is harnessed. In this case the thought form containing the command meme is projected into the neural fibres. Once it is established there, it is activated by the meme carrier ‘on the ground’ or better said, the ‘meme carrier embodied in ‘flesh.’

As stated before, the ‘thought-action-reaction-register’ goings-on between the ‘meme-carrier in the flesh (on-the-ground) and the ‘command meme’ (thought projected and inserted into the neural net, strengthens the activation. Such strengthening produces an energy which is palpable and can be easily tapped into by firstly, individuals within the fifty (50) percent threshold spoken of before and thereafter by many others who naturally are in relationship with the various energy bands of the neural net.

To sustain the momentum of such reckoning requires phenomenal focus. Generally such a momentum is only carried for a period that is necessary to attain required objectives. Once the momentum is lost... the situation falls relatively flat, and many become confused in the short term especially when the step by step psyche support systems run the gamut of scripted techniques and come to an end or when holes are poked in the presentation facade.

This is the ‘stuff’ that has controlled many over time. It is not dissimilar to what is called ‘hocus-pocus’ or ‘black magick’. It is not dissimilar to what was behind the scripted slogans of “Yes we Can!” As a matter of fact it was perfected in a way utilizing the current tools of the ‘step by step psyche support systems’, at your disposal, namely the social networking interfaces, which incidentally are currently used to ‘measure’ public discourse and inferences. Make no mistake though; monitoring and measuring of your networking pursuits are the most benign of the invasive techniques that are used against you!

You are wondering how then could you tell what is genuine from that which is not. Well, simply put, once you are tied into this ‘reality’ that is conditioned by the Neural Net, you ARE subjected to the information that is transferred through the ‘fibre optic’ wires...for a lot of the conditioning occurred at the etheric level with beings at that level passing on the know-how to beings at the physical level.

**********
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On the Eve of the Morrow
By THOTH thru Leonette
Dec 5, 2011 - 1:04:24 PM

On the Eve of the Morrow
25th November 2011 :2:35pm

Me - Its' been a long time Thoth but I will try to see if the circuits are aligned and I am receiving.

Thoth: Hello Leonette we are always aligned and more so now.

“…On the Eve of the Morrow…”…you know I was communicating that phrase to you about two weeks ago…but you would not allow and I understand…

The Eve of the Morrow and you want to know what that means….precisely what it says..very much like your Christmas Eve before your Christmas Day..Is it not a day of anticipation and wonder, your Christmas Eve as you perceive it?

This is the same but more than you can ever imagine hence the absolute ‘shutdown’ by your sensory receptors because the magnitude of the event is so totally overwhelming that you are unable to measure the scope with your limited humanness...

The thought of ‘finally’ and the feeling of ‘coming into awareness’…an awareness that you in your present state cannot imagine is so foreign to your concepts that your thought capacities ‘shut down’ upon the mere imagination of a single shred of such a concept. This is so because your physical apparatus is still not up to the task of that level of light and awareness even though your Soul is totally onboard with what is happening and what is due. Hence the reason the need to ‘press the pause button’ on your physical consciousness and recalibrate such in conditions conducive to such an upgrade.

This will result in a total reconditioning of the physical body so that it can operate within the newly re-charged planetary energies without suffering deleterious effects from the heightened vibrations.

You wonder why this has now become necessary…this change in plans…you may be aware that
your major political powers are ‘squaring off’ now… and while Nuclear war’ has been ruled out by those with authority to oversee the development of the planetary species…there exists isolated pockets of nuclear technology that can be harnessed….there is a ‘clone’ army that is in place to be summoned by your world powers …and the clone technology has been perfected in a way that allows for replacements in a timely manner. What this means is that you are in the midst of a cyborg war utilizing cloning technology along with ‘meme activations’. This ‘meme-activated clone technology’ has been tested in recent times in the ‘theatres of war’ on your planet. This is NOT going to be allowed to continue.

Activated ‘mechanisms’ without a heart and a soul will destroy the very fabric of life as is known in this part of your Universe. Such activated mechanisms are currently being used against the people of the earth and as the conditions become more dire or intense for those who are behind the manipulation of such technology, there is an expectation that ‘penultimate’ steps will be utilized to destroy everything. These ‘beings’ are not prepared to surrender and prefer to take everything and everyone down as they suffer their own demise.

It was with these considerations that the decision was taken to evacuate all humans, including the inner earth folks to prevent any catastrophic situations relative to either the penultimate ‘trigger’ being pushed to unleash deadly forces and/or the cataclysmic scenarios that will occur with the overhaul of the Earth’s energies.

There is not much of a timeline left for if you monitor closely what is happening in your world you will realize that there is a posturing that will ensure that Man is being carried to the brink which will lead to the eventual ‘stepping off from the cliff into the abyss of destruction’.

We could have waited a bit with the financial crises that is unfolding, we could have waited a bit for some of the natural disasters that are unfolding, we could have even waited a bit for some of these wars currently being played out in the theatres of the absurd…just a bit of waiting was providing a bit of teaching to those who needed to understand the nature of what abounds..

However with the unleashing of the cyborg armies, which became manifest in some of these war games that are being played, it became evident that the despair within the Dark was manifesting as an ‘unforgiving ruthlessness’. The nature of such ruthlessness will naturally force the emergence of the predatory gene within such malfeasance to assume the dominant role.

When this occurs and when such ‘predatory malfeasance’ is faced with obliteration what generally happens is that an attempt is made to destroy everything.

Hence the reason for this decision which has been fully endorsed by your Inner Earth brethren who clearly understand what is at stake.

I have attempted to give a bit of an insight into some of what is happening and events that inform decisions that are made, which we would implore you to remember is always done for the ‘Highest good of All concerned”…. 

Me - Thank You Thoth. 

Thoth- The pleasure has been mine..
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Il capo di tutti capo  
By Kibo  
Dec 5, 2011 - 12:04:33 PM

Il capo di tutti capo Essay by Kibo

What is it to give one’s self over completely to the Will of First Source? What is it to do the Will of God? Can there be anything but God’s Will? Surely, all is as God would have it be. All is but one thought, created and upheld by one thinker and there is nothing that can exist outside of it for it is all things and we are just experiencing each of our parts in an arena so vast, that there is no possible imagining of the whole for any of us.

And yet we are told time and time again that the whole exists in each of us just as much as we exist within the whole. That as God is all things, so surely God is just as much us as we are God. That we are allowed the will to resist, even unto rebellion, that we may experience the complete and total realm of our choices and the cause and effects, the consequences of them, speaks not just to God’s love, but also to His confidence that all things are according to His Will. All things must return to Him. By whatever means and forms they take, they are created, sent through the great experience of being of manifest expression and returned to the unity of all things as one and one as all things.

That there is no escape from this condition should, by all spiritually sane creatures, be no cause for concern, but rather one of joy and celebration. Yet, there are those that resist, even unto rebellion. But these too, have their place in the Great Thought and must be as all must needs be.
That God has given to all of His ascending and descending, intelligent creatures of freewill, the means to increase or decrease their own pace of development along the Great Spiral Path is an unselfish gift that is seldom fully appreciated by most of the inhabitants of this planet.

That within this same condition is held the very key to our salvation in ascension and that we have the power to place this key into the portal, the strength to turn it, unlock, open and step through, to achieve a higher, more perfect state of being in perpetuity, is something that has been told us, in so many terms, given in parables and allusions and symbols and stated plainly, time and time again. That so many still seem to feel that the supreme, ultimate and absolute answer to everything has still not been given, I shall now give it here, in no uncertain terms:

GOD’S WILL BE DONE.

There! I said it! Those of you are still wondering just why this is so important a thing to recognize, whether you believe that that Will is being done or not...whether you think it is the actual state of things in creation or not...let me further elucidate........

If a being is one thing and is, in fact, the only thing that is, and has created of its self all things and set them into motion, according to an already formulated plan, then it behooves that being to give its creation a sense of self determination to choose whether or not it agrees with its environment or seeks to change it to fit its own vision of things. That the power of consciousness to create the conditions of experience in ones own personal arena of experience, exists as a valid reality, can no longer be denied.

That all things are their own reward, experiencing the effects of their causes in a seemingly endless cycle of causes and effects, is self evident in our condition. That we see, in every moment, the results of our thoughts, alone and supported by group thoughts in the mass consciousness, is obvious. That we think that we, on this little planet, are the only ones doing the thinking, is ludicrous folly.

But that is not the point, since from this point on, nothing can be proven in this writing outside of personal experience........

It is left then, to two choices...God or no God..... Those of you that have no care or concern or desire or want of and for God. You may stop reading here and thank you for reading this far. I cannot speak towards your needs, because I have come to the exact opposite choice and conclusion based upon my own experiences. I realize that, in our separate realms of opinion and conviction, we feel for what we are convinced are each others delusions. But, until experience proves one way or another for all to see, each of our delusions are just as valid, so I pray that we can wish each other well and not have to fight about it to no avail.

Now As to there being a God...I will not argue to the nature of that God in this writing. But to read on, the being in question must exist by fiat and be all powerful with all control and overcontrol. That much we will have to agree on.

Still with me?

As such a being exists, it behooves anyone to be...on it’s good side, so to speak. Not to say that you can’t question it, if you’d like, but to have such a being looking out for you personally is no small thing.
So, how do you go about doing that? Surely such a being doesn’t need a thing from you. What can you give it that didn’t come from it in the first place?

Ahhhhhhhh....

Let’s be clear about something here....technically, this all-powerful, creative being is what we would call the ultimate parent. Thus all creatures are, for all intents and purposes, its children. We are its children.

How many of you wish your children would just shut up and do what you want them to do? And that’s us.

But how many want your children to learn from you and be all and everything that they can be? How many of you want them to do that and still have good relations with them?

Sure, they grow up, they never call unless they want something, always asking for stuff except good advice and guidance. You want your children to love you, to appreciate you and be with you. You want the family to love each other, share with each other and get along. You want them to recognize that you are the one that made all of that happiness and joy possible and be appreciated, loved and thanked for it....at least once in awhile. You want them to care and keep it going and make it grow.....

You see what I’m getting at here.

Now...let’s take this a step up, further and deeper........

What is it to love God, be a friend to God? What is it to serve God. Surely, if all good things come from God, it would be in one’s best interest to cultivate a positive relationship. What’s the best way to do that?

Well...let’s see...who’s had the best relationship so far? In all the annals of time on this planet, that we know of, what’s the best and greatest example of such a relationship?

Esu.

I know what you’re saying.........’No! It’s Jesus! Jesus Christ!”
Okay. I mean, like, that’s good, it’s cool. I’m not going to argue with you...semantics and all that. I prefer the UB version of Christ Michael of Nebadon and Esu Immanuel....but it’s the example that counts. If he shows up tomorrow and declares that, from now on, he will be referred to as ‘Frankie’, we could dispense with that argument entirely......

But Frankie, I mean Esu, I mean Jesus, I mean...The Master...let’s just say Christ and be done with it....Christ told his crew [ that’s disciples/apostles to you] that all the stuff he did and was doing, they could and would also do. It was within them to do so. Faith alone could make it so. He also told them that he now considered them to be his friends. He called them not just servants, but friends, because they did as he commanded them to do....to love one another as he loves them. To live by The Law of One, loving God and each other as one in each other. Simple, right? [ don’t say it...i know, i know.....]

But faith without works, good works, lightwork, is empty. Faith demands action. The question is, what acts?

Christ gave the perfect example in his taking and accepting of the cup of Gods Will. Let’s face it,
given his own will in the matter, he would have gone in another direction. In a material world he did the most insane thing possible = He submitted and complied to Divine Will based upon a personal reality of life which held that all things are founded in and by Spirit and Spirit must come first in all things.

Tell your friend that you are about to be arrested, ridiculed, used, misused, abused, reused and refused. That you are going to be beaten and tortured, nailed to cross for nine hours and then give up the ghost...so to speak. Tell him this is God's Will and that you are going to let it happen as He sees fit, even though you could avoid it by the power of your own freewill. Tell him that you would rather die than deny God His Will in you.

Most of your friends will tell that you are crazy and need help...especially nowadays...There are too many people that will jump at the chance to tell you that there's a pill for that.....But it was true......try to put yourself in his place...'what would jesus do?'

WHAT DID JESUS DO?

You have the power to avoid this. You could escape, you could resist. You could fight and win. You could strike your tormenters blind, deaf and dumb. You could open the skies and pour down storms and hail and fire even. You could caused earthquakes and tidal waves. You could call out a heavenly host to defend you. You could ascend to a ship and lead a mighty army that would take the joint over and set things right and just move the evil ones out of the way. You could roll the planet over and start from scratch...you could do any number of things more desirable than being nailed to a tree.

But you’re not going to do any of that. You’re going to do what God in heaven wants you to do because He wants it! Because it's Him and you owe Him everything and you love Him and would do anything for Him, no matter the price. Let’s face it. All things material are temporary. Life and death in physicality are temporary. Nothing physical endures forever.

Spirit is forever, if you can believe that and even if you don't. It is a matter of faith.

It is a matter of faith and acting upon that faith = working, to say YOUR WILL, OH GOD, AND NOT MY OWN, BE DONE!
Whatever it takes
Whatever the conditions
Knowing the results will be God’s Will and that’s all that matters.

To let loose and let go of everything, willing to lose all attachments and possessions, even your physical life, for the sake of doing God’s Will, drinking your cup to the last drop. Why?

To know that you and God are each other and have trust and faith in that, is a powerful, redeeming thing. To do God’s will, out of love and appreciation and gratitude for all that He has given you and has done for you, showing that you recognize that and can act accordingly...that is what you have to give to the being that has everything. It is the only gift you can give Him. It is the only thing you have that He wants because it is a choice on your part. It is a created act. It is the one thing that you can create all on your own of your own freewill and accord. It is your baby and His grandkid and just like you’re going to love it and take care of it and provide for it, so is He. It is what you have made of yourself in order to please Him, to work with Him and for Him. Like the celestial Godfather of All Godfathers, He deals in the currency of the consciousness of the soul/spirit. Like a gangster that says to you that you are now made, really made, for real, means that I AM WITH YOU, CAPISCE?
To say to God I AM WITH YOU. Means just that. I work with You. I work for You. I am Yours and You are mine. You support me. You uphold me. You protect me. I am loyal and devoted to you and you alone and all that you ask of me, I will do to the best of abilities, without hesitation or question, knowing that everything you need me to have to get the job done will be given and that to ask for anything, is to receive it.

That’s how the Celestial mob works. That’s how we roll.......We’re all guys here [yes, ladies, you too...we’re equal opportunity all the way]and some of us are wiseguys. We give it all up for God. It doesn’t mean that we absolutely, positively have to give up everything in real time. We take what He gives us with great joy and gratitude.

Gain and loss is a part of life down here. But the reasons for such is what’s important. How willing are you to put it all on the line for God and The Master? The energy and vibration, the wave measure of your intent and motivation towards the Divine is what gains you the favor of personal attention in service. The same can be said for resistance and rebellion, but that personal attention is a completely different thing and I don’t want to go there. It is a fearful thing to fall into the hands of God. Even when you’ve been a good servant and friend, there is always that moment where you wonder if you left something undone and chances are, you probably have.

It is the human condition of imperfection that drives us to the solution and the cure for that condition, which is perfection. Some realize it is possible and some don’t. But we all strive for it in our own way. To strive alone is insanity. To seek and serve the One Perfect Being for guidance and help in the matter is the only sane choice a sane creature can make.

To empty your cup is to have it filled again with all good things to overflowing. To throw the cup away is to stagnate until you can find it again, have it refilled with the same or deeper. It is only a delay of the inevitable for all must drink. To drink in life is to be refilled with light and life and love. The day will surely come when a cup is not required at all but you shall drink from pure fountains and running streams of such. But you have to drink to get there.

GOD’S WILL BE DONE IN ALL THINGS!
GOD WILL IS BEING DONE IN ALL THINGS WITH YOU OR WITHOUT YOU
THE CHOICE IS YOURS TO MAKE AND DECLARE

GOD ASKS
ARE YOU WITH ME?
GOD COMES TO YOU
AND TELLS YOU
YOU ARE MADE
I MADE YOU
I AM WITH YOU
ARE YOU WITH ME?

EVERYTHING DEPENDS UPON YOUR ANSWER..............

***************
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Sounds awesome and cant wait to be apart of what ever
 Quoting: Krishna

Hope. you like grazing in a field like cattle.....because if you board any craft....that's what you become......Meat to eat.....AKA......FOOD!

No thanks I'll take my chances here on good ole Earth and wait or God to reestablish his kingdom here. 😊
 Quoting: HyruleRupee

Hi HyruleRupee,

if this is what you choose its fine with me. I AM not trying to convince you of anything. You got your free will by the Father just like the rest of us.

Thank you for your thoughts

GOD BLESS 🌷

Nobody in Particular
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 5787814
(country)
12/05/2011 09:22 AM
Sounds awesome and can't wait to be apart of what ever
Quoting: Krishna

Hope. you like grazing in a field like cattle.....because if you board any craft....that's what you become......Meat to eat.....AKA......FOOD!

No thanks I'll take my chances here on good ole Earth and wait or God to reestablish his kingdom here. 🙄
Quoting: HyruleRupee

look put on your mind, you have one some place. Folks that fly the friendly universe earn the RIGHT TO DO SO. If this was my thread, your ass would be right on outa here. FOR SHAME. You CAN do better. The ones here ARE on a mission with God and the returned Jesus IS their commander.

Either you ones that play this, are by intention being destructive, or you have bought the lies, and buying the lie this bad is NOT indicative of a person having free will that is connected to the Father Within. Your changes on earth will be exactly NILE, and we cannot establish his kingdom on this world until after the WAVE and the earth changes and man has to partake in establishing the kingdom which is why the dark ones will not be returning. GROW UP and out of your ignorance. It is appalling.

Also, since people like you have such ignorance or if its on purpose, you would not board ship anyway and that is WHY the planet will be put in stasis so we can get you safely off of it. If you are a human being, or as the piece also says a viable robotoid you are going to be lifted off, that is how God does things.

Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/05/2011 09:29 AM

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 3177816
United States
12/05/2011 09:37 AM

what the fuck is this shit
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1292097

firmament (OP)
User ID: 5374773
Germany
12/05/2011 10:59 AM

-- AH- Candace GLP # 25-1 -- page. 28
Stop misusing this thread!!

If what is posted here is not of your concern...leave without a comment!!

Thank you

Nobody in Particular
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 5787814
United States
12/05/2011 11:20 AM

OP I sent you a PM, please check it and then reply here.

firmament (OP)
User ID: 5374773
Germany
12/05/2011 11:25 AM

OP I sent you a PM, please check it and then reply here.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Sorry, i don't

GOD BLESS 😊

Nobody in Particular
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 5787814  
United States  
12/05/2011 11:32 AM

OP I sent you a PM, please check it and then reply here.  
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Sorry, i don't

GOD BLESS  
Quoting: firmament

Ok check for another PM

-=uVo=-  
User ID: 1400299  
Netherlands  
12/05/2011 12:01 PM

Why all this trouble to save peoples physical bodies? Wouldn't it be easier to let us all die and save the souls/energies?

Nobody in Particular  
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP  
User ID: 5787814  
United States  
12/05/2011 12:09 PM

Why all this trouble to save peoples physical bodies? Wouldn't it be easier to let us all die and save the souls/energies?  
Quoting: -=uVo=-

please read at my thread above in one of my other posts. Your experience until you become a spirit being is dependant on a body of some sort, and even us spirit beings have to incarnate here
in these bodies to directly affect the planet. The morontial soul gains nothing by floating around minus a body. all beings, spirit or physical or in between, reside in some sort of form, on some sort of sphere or craft.

If you are not in body, you are in a sense "decapitated" from direct experience. some will be giving up their bodies to incarnate elsewhere. Others of you will get the experience of YOUR LIFE aboard craft. I have a post on page 7 or 8 of that thread that describes generally where various folks will go.

Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/05/2011 12:11 PM

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 6576863
United States
12/05/2011 12:09 PM

Why all this trouble to save peoples physical bodies? Wouldn't it be easier to let us all die and save the souls/energies?

Quoting: -=uVo=-

just wondering. I'm scheduled for a root canal and I have a temporary crown. what if this happens before my dental work is completed? they got dentists up there? this question applies to others with various health concerns or operations needed.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 6576863
United States
12/05/2011 12:13 PM

Why all this trouble to save peoples physical bodies? Wouldn't it be easier to let us all die and save the souls/energies?

Quoting: -=uVo=-

just wondering. I'm scheduled for a root canal and I have a temporary crown. what if this happens before my dental work is completed? they got dentists up there? this question applies to others with various health concerns or operations needed.

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 6576863

NIP, I see you answered at the same time and answered my question somewhat

Nobody in Particular
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 5787814
United States
12/05/2011 12:18 PM
Why all this trouble to save peoples physical bodies? Wouldn't it be easier to let us all die and save the souls/energies?
Quoting: -=uVo=-

just wondering. I'm scheduled for a root canal and I have a temporary crown. what if this happens before my dental work is completed? they got dentists up there? this question applies to others with various health concerns or operations needed.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 6576863

While you are in stasis, it won't matter. If you are awakened, yes they have far better dentists than earth does.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 6576863
United States
12/05/2011 12:25 PM

thx

firmament (OP)
User ID: 5374773
Germany
12/05/2011 01:07 PM

Dear readers,

i cleaned this thread, some of the crap i left for you to read on purpose. First, because the explanation given by the quoter, secondly for you to take notice that i will not go for any name slandering or rude behavior. There is no time and no need for such things!

Other than that, your participation is welcome.

GOD BLESS 🌿
PS: NIP, i thank you for your explanations and remarks you are always welcome, please continue.

GOD BLESS❤️

firmament (OP)
User ID: 5374773
Germany
12/05/2011 01:37 PM

Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my website are approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste the mods time by making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post for link and details. Thankyou. NIP

At the end of all things
By Eve / Adama of Telos
Dec 5, 2011

It was already at the end of November when I "heard" about evacuation of the complete Agartha network. Of course I then felt the need to check in with Adama to see what he would comment on this. This piece is the result - I did it on a saturday. On the following monday Candace asked me if maybe Adama would like to comment. I just had typed this piece, so I sent it to Candace via skype and we first published it in the messianic forum of AH. Candace updated it with a picture from Nexus-magazine, which showed one of the large evacuation crafts near Saturn. I want to comment here, too, that none of these giant ships can really come near to earth, as this would seriously affect gravitation and cause great disturbance. These ships are of incredible size, and if we assume the Agartha-population (including all cities of inner earth etc, like Telos e.g.) was about 1,5 million people one of these ships can take all. They are designed especially for purposes like this. So they are parked in the solar system, far enough from any planet and there are smaller shuttles for transfer. Now, Candace asked for publishing of this piece as the right time has come.

So with the fact of Inner Earth evacuation you may imagine how imminent the big earth changes, pole reversal etc. really are. Don't worry, dear ones,..... we will be cared for!

Very much by heart

Eve

At the end of all things
Adama of Telos through Eve

Adama? Are you there?

Oh, Eve! Yes, I'm here! Not quite where I used to be, but that does not hinder our conversation!

Daddy, I heard about evacuation of the inner earth, Agartha... I suppose, Telos is void, too?

Yes, Eve, most are gone! Already... we are now aboard of one of the big evacuation ships.... there is a special one for the inner earth folks. The ones among us who are going to be part of the surface project will move to the New Jerusalem later, to work with the surface people and of course, we will be present at the Phoenix and the Capricorn. No problem at all, you know.

How about your pets and plants/crops?

They have been put into stasis already, as we cannot maintain the normal routines without manpower. Most likely they will remain undamaged. The stasis frequency is the best possibility to guarantee their health. The good thing is that stasis can be held upright for indefinite time, without any damage or problem. After the voiding of Telos, the whole area was put into stasis, and likewise the other places of inner earth and the hollow earth.

My goodness, Adama.. what an adventure!

Yup, Eve, you can well say it that way. Most of the people living here have not travelled much, and it's quite an experience to have a while aboard ship. But we arrange ourselves quite comfortably, we took our most dear things with us, and the kids are enthusiastic, as they are going to become aware whitnesses of what is going to happen with the planet. Our part of the ship - where we dwell - is not isolated... we are facing a colourful gathering of all sorts of folks from inner earth, which is pretty interesting... to hear all the stories and view points!

Now, Daddy, how about the emotional landscape?

Oh, Eve, yes... there is of course mourning about the sudden change of plans in the way they are now. We had hoped so much for a more joyful occasion... reuniting of family due to an encouraging development - which has simply not happened ... Every day passing on the surface has just encouraged the dark ones to go on, all the peaceful interaction of the light people has not moved anything with the thugs. It has well moved encouragement of mother planet, and our hearts,.. but the New World Order was steadily triggered furthermore, the programming was solid as solid can be, it was just like trying to stop a forest fire by the moisture of a kiss. The crew, the second coming team, has been very frustrated from time to time... of course, how else could it be... Meanwhile CM/Esu and even the Eternal Father have reached the insight that without divine intervention there would be no chance ever to rescue the planet. So the wave will be allowed to turn things upside down, and it's going to be that powerful that there is not even more a guarantee for safety regarding the Inner Earth Folks. Of course, also regarding the imminent pole reversal... See, Eve, we have endured here for millenea just to finally be pulled under the „wheels" at the very end.

[link to www.youtube.com]

26th November 2011
Everybody understands the necessity of evacuation, everybody was and is constructive. Everybody is behaving disciplined. So, our reuniting is probably going to take place in space, beloved, and you may already tap into the idea of a glimpse of glory you are going to have.... when the big moment is finally there.

I'm often with Esu and CM, of course, due to my active role in all of this... . Might be that the wave reaches the earth still before christmas, so this is literally the „end of all things” as you know it. Remembering all we have ever been talking about, it's a little bit strange to find everything is now going a different way, but if we are really used to something, then it's the issue of sudden change, of paradigms fluctuating from new to that. I'd say, the love in our hearts has been the only factor of steadyness. The decision for evacuation was made in the planetary council, after enfolding the likelyness of happenings and the risk included. Otherwise than your surface governments we care for our people and do everything to keep them safe and in good health. And we of course have the outlook to return after everything is settled well again. Now, as you will imagine, there is an immense vibration of excitement here! Our thoughts are on excursion all day long... they are with you folks and with the celestial teams, and our hearts are somehow goose-bumping a little bit while watching a great scenario unfolding. I bow my head in awe in front of our creator son and Esu, who are working so relentlessly under full power, just with small breaks to relax from viewing all the mess down there on the planet. When they'd now look into the mirror, asking „have we really, really, tried everything possible?“ Then there would just be one answer: YES, yes, and YES again. This is the end of all things in this planetary era, transition is coming in neither way mysteriously or magically, but as a real deal of matter, and here we go again: Mankind was adressed to take efforts to change things, they did not, and so the universe is now going th change this on behalf of mankind... the whole thing is signed and it's coming along, in a mighty way. Equal if mankind is prepared to open the doors or not, all doors will be crashed open by the cosmic influence and there will be no single place spared! I sense, Eve, that you are very calm on your inner plane.... I hope this is a good sign?

Well, Daddy, generally speaking, I'm fried, like most of us. Even the news about evacuation of the Inner Earth did not bring my adrenaline up much. I sensed as you mention, it's the end of all things, our last days in the old paradigm, and equal how it will turn for me personally, I just wish things to change, I'm in faith... which puts me in some kind of emotional nowhere-land... even if my incarnation was to end suddenly..., I'm in peace with the situation.

Are you sure, sweety, that your peace is not just a symptom of exhaustion?

Maybe, might be. But that does not change much, you know. I have just made a balance sheet of my life... . I'm just somehow arranging myself with the circumstances...

Let me just take you in my arms to hold you tight for a while... we are going to sail again - the wind will fill your sails... I invite you to join me energetically for some minutes ...

Ok, thanks!

You can see the pictures of the evacuation craft here:

[link to abundanthope.net]

----------------------
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in anyway and a link placed back to this site. It is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.

firmament (OP)
User ID: 5374773
Germany
12/05/2011 02:18 PM

Sounds awesome and cant wait to be apart of what ever
Quoting: Krishna

Hope. you like grazing in a field like cattle.....because if you board any craft....that's what you become......Meat to eat.....AKA......FOOD!

No thanks I'll take my chances here on good ole Earth and wait or God to reestablish his kingdom here. 😎
Quoting: HyruleRupee

look put on your mind, you have one some place. Folks that fly the friendly universe earn the RIGHT TO DO SO. If this was my thread, your ass would be right on outa here. FOR SHAME. You CAN do better. The ones here ARE on a mission with God and the returned Jesus IS their commander.

Either you ones that play this, are by intention being destructive, or you have bought the lies, and buying the lie this bad is NOT indicative of a person having free will that is connected to the Father Within. Your changes on earth will be exactly NILE, and we cannot establish his kingdom on this world until after the WAVE and the earth changes and man has to partake in establishing the kingdom which is why the dark ones will not be returning. GROW UP and out of your ignorance. It is appalling.

Also, since people like you have such ignorance or if its on purpose, you would not board ship anyway and that is WHY the planet will be put in stasis so we can get you safely off of it. If you are a human being, or as the piece also says a viable robotoid you are going to be lifted off, that is how God does things.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Why the hating? Calm down! I merely mentioned my point of view.

Quoting: **HyruleRupee**

Hi HyruleRupee,

I think it's time to call it a cut and start out new.

If you are interested in the subject, maybe reading here (link) would explain some things for a better understanding.

**Thread:** The Spiritual Transformation of GAIA and your roles in the process.

GOD BLESS ❤️

**IS-BE**
User ID: 5022131
United States
12/05/2011 06:16 PM

what the fuck is this shit?

Quoting: **Anonymous Coward 4230430**

effectively - and this pinned why?

Quoting: **Ima Pseudonym**

because somebody with green thumbs to spare thought it important.

Quoting: **Nobody in Particular**

'Somebody'... lulz.

[link to www.godlikeproductions.com]

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Quoting: **ScrumpTheTexan**

Your assumption/accusation regarding who pinned this thread yesterday is incorrect.

I was the one that pinned this thread.

Why? Because I felt like it.

IS-BE

**10-DUDE**
User ID: 2031774
United States
Dear readers,

i cleaned this thread, some of the crap i left for you to read on purpose. First, because the explanation given by the quoter, secondly for you to take notice that i will not go for any name slandering or rude behavior. There is no time and no need for such things!

Other than that, your participation is welcome.

GOD BLESS

PS: NIP, i thank you for your explanations and remarks you are always welcome, please continue.

GOD BLESS

Quoting: firmament

The blind shouldn't bless

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
12/05/2011 07:22 PM

Stop misusing this thread!!

If what is posted here is not of your concern...leave without a comment!!

Thank you
Quoting: firmament

❤️ Thank you for sharing.

Sir Phydeau
Nothing lasts, but nothing is lost.
User ID: 5465427
United States
12/05/2011 09:38 PM
IT IS MOST LIKELY THAT WE WILL IMPLEMENT STASIS WITHIN A WEEK OR SO
Quoting: firmament

So, if this doesn't happen in 7 days (let's make it 14 for giggles) will there be apologies passed on for spreading bullshit?

Not a hateful shot, it's a legitimate question. One that deserves an answer.

tava6655
User ID: 1511728
United States
12/05/2011 11:56 PM

IT IS MOST LIKELY THAT WE WILL IMPLEMENT STASIS WITHIN A WEEK OR SO
Quoting: firmament

So, if this doesn't happen in 7 days (let's make it 14 for giggles) will there be apologies passed on for spreading bullshit?

Not a hateful shot, it's a legitimate question. One that deserves an answer.
Quoting: Sir Phydeau

Let me quote the whole paragraph and not what suits you. Read what it says:

"YOU WILL NOT BE SEEING THE END OF YOUR PRESENT YEAR. CHRISTMAS FOR YE ONES, AS IT LOOKS RIGHT NOW, IS A LONG SHOT. WE FULLY EXPECT TO HAVE ALL OF YOU IN STASIS AND THE INITIAL MATTER SETTLED WITHIN THE NEXT FEW WEEKS. IT IS MOST LIKELY THAT WE WILL IMPLEMENT STASIS WITHIN A WEEK OR SO IN ORDER TO MAKE A SMOOTHER TRANSITION AND PLACE SURVIVING SOUL GROUPS TOGETHER AND ALSO KEEP TOGETHER SEGMENTS OF YOUR POPULATION THAT ARE DESTINED TO SHARE THE SAME FIELD OF EXPERIENCE IN THEIR NEXT EXPERIENCE OF MANIFESTATION OF BEING, ACCORDING TO THE TERMS OF THEIR ADJUDICATION."

Sir Phydeau
Nothing lasts, but nothing is lost.
User ID: 5465427
United States
12/06/2011 12:04 AM
IT IS MOST LIKELY THAT WE WILL IMPLEMENT STASIS WITHIN A WEEK OR SO
Quoting: **firmament**

So, if this doesn't happen in 7 days (let's make it 14 for giggles) will there be apologies passed on for spreading bullshit?

Not a hateful shot, it's a legitimate question. One that deserves an answer.
Quoting: **Sir Phydeau**

Let me quote the whole paragraph and not what suits you. Read what it says:

"YOU WILL NOT BE SEEING THE END OF YOUR PRESENT YEAR. CHRISTMAS FOR YE ONES, AS IT LOOKS RIGHT NOW, IS A LONG SHOT. WE FULLY EXPECT TO HAVE ALL OF YOU IN STASIS AND THE INITIAL MATTER SETTLED WITHIN THE NEXT FEW WEEKS. IT IS MOST LIKELY THAT WE WILL IMPLEMENT STASIS WITHIN A WEEK OR SO IN ORDER TO MAKE A SMOOTHER TRANSITION AND PLACE SURVIVING SOUL GROUPS TOGETHER AND ALSO KEEP TOGETHER SEGMENTS OF YOUR POPULATION THAT ARE DESTINED TO SHARE THE SAME FIELD OF EXPERIENCE IN THEIR NEXT EXPERIENCE OF MANIFESTATION OF BEING, ACCORDING TO THE TERMS OF THEIR ADJUDICATION."
Quoting: **tava6655 1511728**

Ok, Mr Loophole Semantics ... I'll give you a month, then. If this doesn't happen in a MONTH will there be apologies handed out for passing off bullshit?

Better? You knew what I was asking, way to dodge the question and lose what little credibility you had with me.

I was polite to you, there was no need for you to be a fucking jackass about it. Get a life.

EDIT TO ADD: Nothing worse than to address people as "ye" in an attempt to use psychological trickery to trigger RELIGIOUS undertones. You folks aren't looking for friends, you're looking for followers.

My question still remains ... what is your deadline before everyone that subscribes to your stories can finally be let off the hook or will you be "pulling a Nancy" for the rest of time?

Of all the "wannabe cult leaders" I've seen, Blossum Goodchild (as hilarious as she was) at least hit the scene after her little prophecy failed long enough to apologize for being wrong and unintentionally misleading someone. (And then had the wisdom to shut up and re-evaluate her own beliefs) THAT was enough to at least earn my respect.
I will try to go back to being civil because honestly, I want to like some of you folks. Ya'll ain't all bad.

What I'm ultimately driving at is my asking if you people have any integrity at all. Are any of you willing to admit you might be wrong or is jumping into conversations with stories of total nut-jobbery being stated as self-evident fact all you're capable of doing?

_Last Edited by Sir Phydeau on 12/06/2011 12:15 AM_

**firmament** (OP)
User ID: 5374773
Germany
12/06/2011 03:58 AM

This piece should be read as metaphor, the work of an ardent, and creative mind.
Spaceships would be a metaphor for habitation within our greater-than-ourselves, soul.

'Rescued' is Borne of the anxiety produced by the perception of danger. The archetypal 'Hero's' 'Great Challenge' awaits, and He is having butterflies.

'Reptilian aliens' would be the negative tendencies we all have being repressed or squared away, dealt with, processing our shadow. Otherwise, it sounds like wish fulfillment, as in the bully overlords arrested and sequestered by a benevolent parental figure

Do not read this as factual.
Quoting: **Adamic Seed nli 6265360**

Hi Adamic Seed nli,
i do respect your point of view although i do not go conform with you on this subject.

Metaphors being used to circumscribe a matter for better understanding. One will find a lot of Metaphors in the so called "Good Books" or in Fairytale.
The above subject is not meant to be read as a Metaphor, it is GOD's directive and needs to be understood as such.

GOD BLESS ❤️

**firmament** (OP)
User ID: 5374773
Germany
12/06/2011 04:12 AM
Dear readers,

i cleaned this thread, some of the crap i left for you to read on purpose. First, because the explanation given by the quoter, secondly for you to take notice that i will not go for any name slandering or rude behavior. There is no time and no need for such things!

Other than that, your participation is welcome.

GOD BLESS

PS: NIP, i thank you for your explanations and remarks you are always welcome, please continue.

GOD BLESS

Quoting: firmament

The blind shouldn't bless
Quoting: 10-DUDE

Hi DUDE,

i have great respect and trust in GOD's discernment, therefor i leave the judging up to him and him only. If I AM blind, he will let me know.

GOD BLESS

Anonymous Coward (OP)
User ID: 5374773
Germany
12/06/2011 05:52 AM

IT IS MOST LIKELY THAT WE WILL IMPLEMENT STASIS WITHIN A WEEK OR SO
Quoting: firmament

So, if this doesn't happen in 7 days (let's make it 14 for giggles) will there be apologies passed on for spreading bullshit?

Not a hateful shot, it's a legitimate question. One that deserves an answer.
Quoting: Sir Phydeau

Let me quote the whole paragraph and not what suits you. Read what it says:

"YOU WILL NOT BE SEEING THE END OF YOUR PRESENT YEAR. CHRISTMAS FOR YE ONES, AS IT LOOKS RIGHT NOW, IS A LONG SHOT. WE FULLY EXPECT TO HAVE ALL OF YOU IN STASIS AND THE INITIAL MATTER SETTLED WITHIN THE NEXT FEW WEEKS. IT IS MOST LIKELY THAT WE WILL IMPLEMENT STASIS WITHIN A WEEK OR SO IN ORDER TO MAKE A SMOOTHER TRANSITION AND PLACE SURVIVING SOUL GROUPS TOGETHER AND ALSO KEEP TOGETHER SEGMENTS OF YOUR POPULATION THAT ARE DESTINED TO SHARE THE SAME FIELD OF EXPERIENCE IN THEIR NEXT EXPERIENCE OF MANIFESTATION OF BEING, ACCORDING TO THE TERMS OF THEIR ADJUDICATION."

Quoting: tava6655 1511728

Ok, Mr Loophole Semantics ... I'll give you a month, then. If this doesn't happen in a MONTH will there be apologies handed out for passing off bullshit?

Better? You knew what I was asking, way to dodge the question and lose what little credibility you had with me.

I was polite to you, there was no need for you to be a fucking jackass about it. Get a life.

EDIT TO ADD: Nothing worse than to address people as "ye" in an attempt to use psychological trickery to trigger RELIGIOUS undertones. You folks aren't looking for friends, you're looking for followers.

My question still remains ... what is your deadline before everyone that subscribes to your stories can finally be let off the hook or will you be "pulling a Nancy" for the rest of time?

Of all the "wannabe cult leaders" I've seen, Blossum Goodchild (as hilarious as she was) at least hit the scene after her little prophecy failed long enough to apologize for being wrong and unintentionally misleading someone. (And then had the wisdom to shut up and re-evaluate her own beliefs) THAT was enough to at least earn my respect.

I will try to go back to being civil because honestly, I want to like some of you folks. Ya'll ain't all bad.

What I'm ultimately driving at is my asking if you people have any integrity at all. Are any of you willing to admit you might be wrong or is jumping into conversations with stories of total nutjobbery being stated as self-evident fact all you're capable of doing?

Quoting: Sir Phydeau

Hi Sir Phydeau

There are always two choices.
You do something with conviction, because you are aware that it must be done, although you know you will be ridiculed and offended by doing so.
The other option would be to do something to appear as an interesting Person to others. If this were the case, no one would probably choose a topic in which he/she knows beforehand that he/she is making a "monkey" so to speak, out of him/herself, right?

For me, God's Word is exactly what it is: God's Word! If God should take into consideration to change his plans then it is his right to do so. After all he is the only one who has the full flow and glance. If there should be changes I'm sure he will let us know and I would not waste a minute to let you know about it. Until then I will do exactly what he asked me to do.

I'd rather be ridiculed then to be in the knowing not having passed on his announcements.

You asked if I would apologize if what is announced is not happening? This is no question for me to answer, should I doubt or mistrust GOD? I would rather for you to have a personal talk with the Creator. You can do it, you can ask him yourself.

He is not some kind of "Spook". GOD is real and you and everybody on this Planet and above can get in contact with him….the choice is all yours!!

GOD BLESS

firmament (OP)
User ID: 5374773
Germany
12/06/2011 05:54 AM

... 

exactly - and this pinned why?
Quoting: Ima Pseudonym

because somebody with green thumbs to spare thought it important.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

'Somebody'... lulz.

[link to www.godlikeproductions.com]

'-----------------------'

Quoting: ScrumpTheTexan

Your assumption/accusation regarding who pinned this thread yesterday is incorrect.
I was the one that pinned this thread.

Why? Because I felt like it.

IS-BE
Quoting: IS-BE

Much Love to you IS-BE

GOD BLESS❤️

Sir Phydeau
Nothing lasts, but nothing is lost.
User ID: 5465427
United States
12/06/2011 11:49 AM

Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation
Re: Now A Word from OUR Sponsor
<snip>
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5374773

Thank you for your reply.

Just so I'm clear ... are you saying that Candace is your god?

Also for my own clarification: are you saying that if/when this event doesn't happen, none of you will admit you were wrong? If so, interesting.

firmament (OP)
User ID: 5374773
Germany
12/06/2011 12:09 PM
Stop misusing this thread!!

If what is posted here is not of your concern...leave without a comment!!

Thank you
Quoting: firmament

Thank you for sharing.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5932524

I thank you ❤️

GOD BLESS ❤️

Anonymous Coward (OP)
User ID: 5374773
Germany
12/06/2011 01:47 PM

<snip>
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5374773

Thank you for your reply.

Just so I'm clear ... are you saying that Candace is your god?

Also for my own clarification: are you saying that if/when this event doesn't happen, none of you will admit you were wrong? If so, interesting.
Quoting: Sir Phydeau

Dear friend,

my GOD is the same as yours. You may call him a different name thats fine with me.

Candace is not my GOD, but I give credit to whom credit belongs! Like it or not, she does great work with the Creator for us folks!

I have a very close relationship with God myself.
I wish every living Soul in this world would take their chance in doing so. That way all things would be clear and no one had to relay on someone else's word. That would be fantastic.

To your question about admitting being wrong or not I will try to explain it to you the best I can.

GOD is never wrong. He gave these words asking to make them accessible for the people, this is what we are doing.
If he would have to change his order he would let us know, therefor you would know also, if this should be of your interest.
He changed his Order before because he saw a slight chance for us the people to make the necessary moves without his interference. Humanity didn't make it...maybe because to much NLP going on.

Anyway, if you would be in the position to ever correct one of your moves would you give yourself all kind of bad names?, would you call yourself a lier?, or would you rather announce the changes and give some reasons about the why and what for?

GOD is not rigid, he is motion and he changes orders whenever there is the need for doing so. If he does so, what do you think I'm going to do...knock him in the head? I might argue with him over the subject yes, i could also tell him that I don't want to work for him anymore. It is my choice always.

Don't ever think this is fun... it is not!! It could be a lot easier though, if some folks would at least keep their manners.

GOD BLESS 🌿

firmament (OP)
User ID: 5374773
Germany
12/06/2011 02:02 PM

as to now what, I have a thread running here on these topics, which many of you would not know, having not followed my site over the 6 years since we opened, in fact 2 days from now, December 6 2005, but I began working on the net with it, January 31 of 2005 using others to carry the material until we developed out own website.

Thread: Stasis, mini stasis, craft, Jupiter
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Just be careful folks, and agree with every bit of Candace's batshit rambling--otherwise she'll censor your posts. Can't have anyone questioning your delusions, now can we, Candace?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 192998

AC, please...this is my thread. You are welcome to participate but keep your manners. Like I said before there is NO NEED for accusations, insults and such.

Tank you and GOD BLESS 🌿

overmind
User ID: 3022476
United States
12/06/2011 06:52 PM
Thank you for your reply.

Just so I'm clear ... are you saying that Candace is your god?

Also for my own clarification: are you saying that if/when this event doesn't happen, none of you will admit you were wrong? If so, interesting.

Quoting: Sir Phydeau

Dear friend,

my GOD is the same as yours. You may call him a different name thats fine with me.

Candace is not my GOD, but I give credit to whom credit belongs! Like it or not, she does great work with the Creator for us folks!

I have a very close relationship with God myself.
I wish every living Soul in this world would take their chance in doing so. That way all things would be clear and no one had to relay on someone else's word. That would be fantastic.

To your question about admitting being wrong or not I will try to explain it to you the best I can.

GOD is never wrong. He gave these words asking to make them accessible for the people, this is what we are doing.
If he would have to change his order he would let us know, therefor you would know also, if this should be of your interest.
He changed his Order before because he saw a slight chance for us the people to make the necessary moves without his interference. Humanity didn't make it...maybe because to much NLP going on.

Anyway, if you would be in the position to ever correct one of your moves would you give yourself all kind of bad names?, would you call yourself a lier?, or would you rather announce the changes and give some reasons about the why and what for?

GOD is not rigid, he is motion and he changes orders whenever there is the need for doing so. If he does so, what do you think I'm going to do...knock him in the head? I might argue with him over the subject yes, i could also tell him that I don't want to work for him anymore. It is my choice always.

Don't ever think this is fun... it is not!!
It could be a lot easier though, if some folks would at least keep their manners.
He isn't saying anything about God, he's saying that Candace isn't a trustworthy T/R. It is impossible to be 100% sure who the source of the message really is for those reading it (this is true for everything of this nature), so it is very easy for someone to be doubtful. There are some complex contradictions and conflicting parties within the current spiritual movement. It's not hard for people to spot conflicting information when looking around, it does get confusing. I'm not criticizing you guys here, but people do deserve an apology if nothing happens this year.

---

tava6655
User ID: 1511728
United States
12/06/2011 07:11 PM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5374773

Thank you for your reply.

Just so I'm clear ... are you saying that Candace is your god?

Also for my own clarification: are you saying that if/when this event doesn't happen, none of you will admit you were wrong? If so, interesting.

Quoting: Sir Phydeau

Dear friend,

my GOD is the same as yours. You may call him a different name thats fine with me.

Candace is not my GOD, but I give credit to whom credit belongs! Like it or not, she does great work with the Creator for us folks!

I have a very close relationship with God myself. I wish every living Soul in this world would take their chance in doing so. That way all things would be clear and no one had to relay on someone else's word. That would be fantastic.

To your question about admitting being wrong or not I will try to explain it to you the best I can.

GOD is never wrong. He gave these words asking to make them accessible for the people, this is what we are doing.
If he would have to change his order he would let us know, therefor you would know also, if this should be of your interest.
He changed his Order before because he saw a slight chance for us the people to make the necessary moves without his interference. Humanity didn't make it...maybe because to much NLP going on.

Anyway, if you would be in the position to ever correct one of your moves would you give yourself
all kind of bad names?, would you call yourself a lier?, or would you rather announce the changes and give some reasons about the why and what for?

GOD is not rigid, he is motion and he changes orders whenever there is the need for doing so. If he does so, what do you think I'm going to do...knock him in the head? I might argue with him over the subject yes, i could also tell him that I don't want to work for him anymore. It is my choice always.

Don't ever think this is fun... it is not!!
It could be a lot easier though, if some folks would at least keep their manners.

GOD BLESS

Quoting: **Anonymous Coward 5374773**

He isn't saying anything about God, he's saying that Candace isn't a trustworthy T/R. It is impossible to be 100% sure who the source of the message really is for those reading it (this is true for everything of this nature), so it is very easy for someone to be doubtful. There are some complex contradictions and conflicting parties within the current spiritual movement. It's not hard for people to spot conflicting information when looking around, it does get confusing. I'm not criticizing you guys here, but people do deserve an apology if nothing happens this year.

Quoting: **overmind**

So you want God to apologize for not meeting your expectations? God will work with you but not for you. There are many facets involved in creating an event to happen as predicted and we live in a changing 3d environment where there is constant change. This is the end of the age and whatever happens happens when God decides they should happen. Let the will of God be done and not man's will of how things should happen.

**Sir Phydeau**
Nothing lasts, but nothing is lost.
User ID: 5465427
United States
12/06/2011 07:36 PM

![Image](image.png)

Dear friend,

Quoting: **Anonymous Coward 5374773**

You are very polite and patient, something I can respect.

Thing is, it seems that you're missing my point a bit: If/when this Candace person is revealed to be
a false prophet ... will she admit it or "pull a Nancy"? C'mon, you know what I mean, bro.

We are commanded to test and challenge anyone that claims to be a prophet of YHWH.

Firstly by comparing their claims to the word (and I'd say at least 1/3 of her crap that I've read is NOT in line with His prophets.)

YHWH is not part of the "New Age Movement".

Secondly by comparing their claims to reality. If they say something will happen and it doesn't, then they're either delusional or outright lying. NEITHER of which makes them a prophet.

I'll be honest, I personally think the woman is full of crap and am quite confident that come January 1st, everything will be just as it was on December 31st. At that time, I wonder how many of her "followers" will realize they've been conned and how many will continue to be willfully ignorant.

Passionate credulity, while entertaining to watch is something serious. Heaven's Gate comes to mind.

Last Edited by Sir Phydeau on 12/06/2011 08:14 PM

Nobody in Particular
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 5787814
United States
12/06/2011 07:39 PM

IT IS MOST LIKELY THAT WE WILL IMPLEMENT STASIS WITHIN A WEEK OR SO
Quoting: firmament

So, if this doesn't happen in 7 days (let's make it 14 for giggles) will there be apologies passed on for spreading bullshit?

Not a hateful shot, it's a legitimate question. One that deserves an answer.
Quoting: Sir Phydeau

it is unlikely this will go past Christmas, but not impossible. that big wave should be arriving by then, but it will does not hit with a big whamp, it must work its way from the center to the surface. The choice to stop somewhat mitigating these various way laps, we had two this year, starting march (but I heard it before then, in february), and mid summer. each time we have a lap, the results of such return to the CEntral Universe and based on what is received another goes out. This next one is considerably more intense and since their continues to be not only no
cooperation but the upcoming cyborg war, and more planned genocide and the like, it is time to throw in the rag.

Sir Phydeau
Nothing lasts, but nothing is lost.
User ID: 5465427
United States
12/06/2011 07:41 PM

So you want God to apologize for not meeting your expectations?

Quoting: tava6655 1511728

Again, I ask: Is Candace your god? I'm not expecting YHWH to apologize for a charlatan who's looking for attention to feed their histrionic/narcissistic personality disorder.

My question is still being dodged by folks who keep setting up a straw man. The last few replies to my honest question have been met with replies that, to my perception, come off as "Don't question what Candace says!! By doing so, you're questioning God!!!"

This is the same kind of crap that led to my being an atheist for a decade before He spoke to me and removed my ability to disbelieve.

The pastor of a church is NOT God. The leader of a cult is NOT God. Questioning someone who claims to be a prophet of YHWH is a COMMANDMENT of YHWH.

By you telling people to not question what she claims is a DIRECT VIOLATION OF YHWH'S LAW! A prophet would NEVER even think to do that.

Last Edited by Sir Phydeau on 12/06/2011 07:45 PM

Sir Phydeau
Nothing lasts, but nothing is lost.
User ID: 5465427
United States
12/06/2011 07:44 PM
it is unlikely this will go past Christmas, but not impossible. that big wave should be arriving by then, but it will does not hit with a big whamp, it must work its way from the center to the surface. The choice to stop somewhat mitigating these various way laps, we had two this year, starting march (but I heard it before then, in february), and mid summer. each time we have a lap, the results of such return to the CEntral Universe and based on what is received another goes out. This next one is considerably more intense and since their continues to be not only no cooperation but the upcoming cyborg war, and more planned genocide and the like, it is time to throw in the rag.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Normally you make me crazy ... but here you're being polite and accepting ... I could get used to that. Thank you.

Allow me to ask my question in a different, more direct way: At what point does moving the goalposts become evidence of inaccuracy?

IS-BE
User ID: 5022131
United States
12/06/2011 07:49 PM

Karma Pinned.

Sir Phydeau
Nothing lasts, but nothing is lost.
User ID: 5465427
United States
12/06/2011 08:16 PM

these liars have said they were here since 2004
nip is a crazy old lady on 11 different medications
she has stated this many times
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4528267

Are you sure you're not thinking of Nancy Lieder?

I mean, Candace is relatively new on my radar so I don't personally know. But it does sound like you're describing Nancy and her bat-shit crazy zeta movement. (That incidentally has moved the goalposts repeatedly for going on a decade.)
So you want God to apologize for not meeting your expectations?
Quoting: tava6655 1511728

Again, I ask: Is Candace your god? I'm not expecting YHWH to apologize for a charlatan who's looking for attention to feed their histrionic/narcissistic personality disorder.

My question is still being dodged by folks who keep setting up a straw man. The last few replies to my honest question have been met with replies that, to my perception, come off as "Don't question what Candace says!! By doing so, you're questioning God!!"

This is the same kind of crap that led to my being an atheist for a decade before He spoke to me and removed my ability to disbelieve.

The pastor of a church is NOT God. The leader of a cult is NOT God. Questioning someone who claims to be a prophet of YHWH is a COMMANDMENT of YHWH.

By you telling people to not question what she claims is a DIRECT VIOLATION OF YHWH'S LAW! A prophet would NEVER even think to do that.
Quoting: Sir Phydeau

It's a known fact for those receiving revelation that people are supposed to question everything, including messages "from above" (otherwise clarification may not be provided). Improvement can never happen in a static environment; it's true for philosophy, science and religion. Curiosity, our drive for understanding, is one of the fundamental natures of humanity. It's clear from current society that many have lost this inner drive, or just weren't taught correctly in the first place.

Nobody in Particular
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 5787814
United States
12/06/2011 08:43 PM
IT IS MOST LIKELY THAT WE WILL IMPLEMENT STASIS WITHIN A WEEK OR SO

Quoting: firmament

So, if this doesn’t happen in 7 days (let’s make it 14 for giggles) will there be apologies passed on for spreading bullshit?

Not a hateful shot, it’s a legitimate question. One that deserves an answer.

Quoting: Sir Phydeau

Let me quote the whole paragraph and not what suits you. Read what it says:

"YOU WILL NOT BE SEEING THE END OF YOUR PRESENT YEAR. CHRISTMAS FOR YE ONES, AS IT LOOKS RIGHT NOW, IS A LONG SHOT. WE FULLY EXPECT TO HAVE ALL OF YOU IN STASIS AND THE INITIAL MATTER SETTLED WITHIN THE NEXT FEW WEEKS. IT IS MOST LIKELY THAT WE WILL IMPLEMENT STASIS WITHIN A WEEK OR SO IN ORDER TO MAKE A SMOOTHER TRANSITION AND PLACE SURVIVING SOUL GROUPS TOGETHER AND ALSO KEEP TOGETHER SEGMENTS OF YOUR POPULATION THAT ARE DESTINED TO SHARE THE SAME FIELD OF EXPERIENCE IN THEIR NEXT EXPERIENCE OF MANIFESTATION OF BEING, ACCORDING TO THE TERMS OF THEIR ADJUDICATION."

Quoting: tava6655 1511728

For the purpose of dates, this piece thru Kibo was November 25

Nobody in Particular
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 5787814
United States
12/06/2011 08:44 PM

Sirius is a PLASMA LIGHT SHIP.

As long as we all agree on that.

We will discuss distances later.

Quoting: Walkers Everywhere

far closer than 8.6 light years which is why telescopes with cameras have a problem with
multiplicity, as in this.

*Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/06/2011 08:44 PM*

**Nobody in Particular**
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 5787814
United States
12/06/2011 08:48 PM

these liars have said they were here since 2004

nip is a crazy old lady on 11 different medications

she has stated this many times
Quoting: **Anonymous Coward 4528267**

Are you sure you're not thinking of Nancy Lieder?
I mean, Candace is relatively new on my radar so I don’t personally know. But it does sound like you’re describing Nancy and her bat-shit crazy zeta movement. (That incidentally has moved the goalposts repeatedly for going on a decade.)

Quoting: Sir Phydeau

candace is damn liar!

I Am sure about her

she been here fooling the novices for years

She is the new age deceiver on this site

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4528267

I am not on 11 different medicines. I have never stated that. I do state which supplements I am on where others will benefit, like magnesium because I have a magnesium deficiency which is the leading cause of my restless legs, and in fact the leading cause of MOST Restless leg syndrome. Stop spreading lies others create about me or making them up. I otherwise use insulin on occasion as needed for my blood sugar, estrace because I had my ovaries out long ago, and my needed pain medicine, which is morphine which I have also been completely honest about to control the nerve pain from the stenosis, MS etc which allows me to live and function. My dose is quite small, I have NO addiction to it whatsoever. I cannot use tylenol and Nsaids. tylenol nearly killed my liver and I am allergic to nsaid. I cannot use aspirin because of an inherited clotting disorder.

I am on disability since effectively 1982, when my health required me to quit working. I got it for the MS, the arthritis and the chronic pain. My MS was caused by the swine flu vaccine on 1976, which also caused lupus and RA in some people. My cousin died of the lupus from it. I have had over 2 dozen surgeries, many related to my disabilities. anyone that wants to live in this body is welcome to give it a try. I also went thru failure of my pituitary gland.

My work and current life is exactly as I say it is. To what purpose should I be lying for the years I have been public and endure all this bullshit? I began the public work with Esu on Jan 31, 2005. I go to craft as I say for meetings. I personally have met the ones I work with above. I dare any of you naysayers to even come close to what I do and have accomplished. As I remind you, I have a global team and am not the only one producing our messages. So suck it up.

I am NOT a new ager. This material is NOT new age, it is fact. Some of you should ought to be checking out PJ #2,3,and 27 for starters. The one labeled “Jesus” IS returned and I picked up the work after the thugs did in the PJ project, and the project that followed that, and the thugs are busy doing in the UB teaching mission too. Sadly they are good at what they do. I will not submit to them, EVER.

Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/06/2011 09:48 PM

TheLastStanly
User ID: 5348637
United States
12/06/2011 09:06 PM
Nobody in Particular
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 5787814
United States
12/06/2011 09:09 PM

(snip)

far closer than 8.6 light years which is why telescopes with cameras have a problem with multiplicity, as in this.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I think that was one of Michael Keaton's worst films.
I'd rather not discuss it.
Quoting: Walkers Everywhere

what are YOU talking about Walker, I have no idea what you mean.

Sir Phydeau
Nothing lasts, but nothing is lost.
User ID: 5465427
United States
12/06/2011 10:48 PM

I am not on 11 different medicines. I have never stated that. I do state which supplements I am on where others will benefit, like magnesium because I have a magnesium deficiency which is the leading cause of my restless legs, and in fact the leading cause of MOST Restless leg syndrome. Stop spreading lies others create about me or making them up. I otherwise use insulin on occasion as needed for my blood sugar, estrace because I had my ovaries out long ago, and my needed pain medicine, which is morphine which I have also been completely honest about to
control the nerve pain from the stenosis, MS etc which allows me to live and function. My dose is quite small, I have NO addiction to it whatsoever. I cannot use tylenol and Nsaids. tylenol nearly killed my liver and I am allergic to nsaid. I cannot use aspirin because of an inherited clotting disorder.

I am on disability since effectively 1982, when my health required me to quit working. I got it for the MS, the arthritis and the chronic pain. My MS was caused by the swine flu vaccine on 1976, which also caused lupus and RA in some people. My cousin died of the lupus from it. I have had over 2 dozen surgeries, many related to my disabilities. anyone that wants to live in this body is welcome to give it a try. I also went thru failure of my pituitary gland.

My work and current life is exactly as I say it is. To what purpose should I be lying for the years I have been public and endure all this bullshit? I began the public work with Esu on Jan 31, 2005. I go to craft as I say for meetings. I personally have met the ones I work with above. I dare any of you naysayers to even come close to what I do and have accomplished. As I remind you, I have a global team and am not the only one producing our messages. So suck it up.

I am NOT a new ager. This material is NOT new age, it is fact. Some of you should ought to be checking out PJ #2,3,and 27 for starters. The one labeled "Jesus" IS returned and I picked up the work after the thugs did in the PJ project, and the project that followed that, and the thugs are busy doing in the UB teaching mission too. Sadly they are good at what they do. I will not submit to them, EVER.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

The first two paragraphs show an openness I would like to see more of. Sadly, the arrogance and superiority in the last two is something I'd like to not see again.

You're starting to help me warm to you a little more ... good on you.

Nobody in Particular
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 5787814
United States
12/06/2011 11:00 PM

... Are you sure you're not thinking of Nancy Lieder?

I mean, Candace is relatively new on my radar so I don't personally know. But it does sound like you're describing Nancy and her bat-shit crazy zeta movement. (That incidentally has moved the goalposts repeatedly for going on a decade.)

Quoting: Sir Phydeau
candace is damn liar!

I Am sure about her

she been here fooling the novices for years

She is the new age deceiver on this site
Quoting: **Anonymous Coward 4528267**

I am not on 11 different medicines. I have never stated that. I do state which supplements I am on where others will benefit, like magnesium because I have a magnesium deficiency which is the leading cause of my restless legs, and in fact the leading cause of MOST Restless leg syndrome. Stop spreading lies others create about me or making them up. I otherwise use insulin on occasion as needed for my blood sugar, estrace because I had my ovaries out long ago, and my needed pain medicine, which is morphine which I have also been completely honest about to control the nerve pain from the stenosis, MS etc which allows me to live and function. My dose is quite small, I have NO addiction to it whatsoever. I cannot use tylenol and Nsaids. tylenol nearly killed my liver and I am allergic to nsaid. I cannot use aspirin because of an inherited clotting disorder.

I am on disability since effectively 1982, when my health required me to quit working. I got it for the MS, the arthritis and the chronic pain. My MS was caused by the swine flu vaccine on 1976, which also caused lupus and RA in some people. My cousin died of the lupus from it. I have had over 2 dozen surgeries, many related to my disabilities. anyone that wants to live in this body is welcome to give it a try. I also went thru failure of my pituitary gland.

My work and current life is exactly as I say it is. To what purpose should I be lying for the years I have been public and endure all this bullshit? I began the public work with Esu on Jan 31, 2005. I go to craft as I say for meetings. I personally have met the ones I work with above. I dare any of you naysayers to even come close to what I do and have accomplished. As I remind you, I have a global team and am not the only one producing our messages. So suck it up.

I am NOT a new ager. This material is NOT new age, it is fact. Some of you should ought to be checking out PJ #2,3,and 27 for starters. The one labeled "Jesus" IS returned and I picked up the work after the thugs did in the PJ project, and the project that followed that, and the thugs are busy doing in the UB teaching mission too. Sadly they are good at what they do. I will not submit to them, EVER.

Quoting: **Nobody in Particular**

Candace

you ones need to learn the truth

No one of the predicctions of Candace Frieze become reality.

Since 2006 she was talking about the First Contact, 2007 Jupiter became sun, mars 2009 again Jupiter and earthquake, inmovilization and now the new enterainment: reverse something.

All these years of energy which is spending by the people who follow you instead of grown
espirituality and consuming waiting the apocalipsis

Candace who continually publish CIA MK-Ultra mind-controlled rubbish to fool the people and create negative energy through confusion and fear.

She is the source of the fake Christ Michael messages and the garbage of the Jupiter Event and stasis, and she shall be held accountable for her evil actions of misleading the people and causing great fear.

The stasis event is pure nonsense. The Realms of Light are bound by the Cosmic Law of Non-Intervention. This even flies in the face of the Cosmic Law of Cause and Effect.

Since the summer of 2005 she was gradually placed under CIA mind-control, when her increasing ego caused her to lose her Divine Protection. The Abundant Hope website is fooling many people with disinformation. Candace has been pulled into the Mormon camp and their plan to become the One World religion. The Mormon Church had great input in the compilation of the Urantia Book, and much of it is simply not Truth.

Creator God Aton is the main author of the Phoenix Journals, and He has made it quite clear to us that His name is not Christ Michael. Candace uses some of the Phoenix Journal material and the name, Aton

People must learn to be discerning. There is no Stasis (sleep) Event, no Jupiter Event, no GESARA, no Plan A of a smooth transition of Earth Shan and all people living happily ever after in a grand paradise on our earth. Candace has concocted (no, the CIA has) the "Sovereign Integral Network" (SIN) nonsense, etc. The souled being already has a God-connection to Creator Source through his God Spirit within. Candace has kept many people, especially on the West and East Coasts of the U.S., in fear for their survival.

The CIA is one agency often used for such purposes (mind control). They may test us by putting out garbage on the Internet to see how much they can fool us, how gullible we are, especially the "enlightened ones, who are a threat because they can discern Truth.

Quoting: The Truth 4528267

I think I should place this as a Copy right infringement, you forgot your link to Bellringers site. I didn't concoct SIN, That was by James of Wingmakerss. Bellringer is really stupid.

Sir Phydeau
Nothing lasts, but nothing is lost.
User ID: 5465427
United States
12/06/2011 11:03 PM
If you follow YHWH
Then don't EVER listen to a damn word he/she says
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4528267

No worries, I'm Torah observant. The Torah has lots of "checks and balances" to assist the
diligent from being sucked into "feel good messages".

For me, if it isn't in line with the law, prophets or the words of HaMoshiach, I won't follow it. This
even includes the very voice of YHWH on the rare occasions He chooses to speak to me or show
me "movies".

Doesn't stop my curiosity and my love of watching/poking those with passionate credulity. (I just
ADORÉ poking the Nibiru and chemtrail folks, for example.)

As for "listening" ... well, despite the regular "state opinion as if it's self-evident fact" aspect that
annoys me to no end ... she's interesting! How can someone NOT watch and listen?

Sir Phydeau
Nothing lasts, but nothing is lost.
User ID: 5465427
United States
12/06/2011 11:07 PM

I think I should place this as a Copy right infringement, you forgot your link to Bellringers site. I
didn't concoct SIN, That was by James of Wingmakerss. Bellringer is really stupid.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Plagiarism

Nobody in Particular
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 5787814
United States
If you follow YHWH

Then don't EVER listen to a damn word he/she says
Quoting: **Anonymous Coward 4528267**

No worries, I'm Torah observant. The Torah has lots of "checks and balances" to assist the diligent from being sucked into "feel good messages".

For me, if it isn't in line with the law, prophets or the words of HaMoshiach, I won't follow it. This even includes the very voice of YHWH on the rare occasions He chooses to speak to me or show me "movies".

Doesn't stop my curiosity and my love of watching/poking those with passionate credulity. (I just ADORE poking the Nibiru and chemtrail folks, for example.)

As for "listening" ... well, despite the regular "state opinion as if it's self-evident fact" aspect that annoys me to no end ... she's interesting! How can someone NOT watch and listen?

Quoting: **Sir Phydeau**

YOUR MIND is what you use to discern, religious texts will do nothing for you. You born to think, give it try. YOU know the laws by the process of being born you know.

The torah is not the work of God either. And the Lord God of Moses dear one is a PLANET. Jehovah/Yahweh/ YHWH is the name of a PLANET . YES. The people from that world babysit this world. These ones guided Moses from their craft, fed the manna from their craft, gave the 20 or commandments from their craft and fried Sodom and Gomorrah from their craft. This is truth.

**Sir Phydeau**
Nothing lasts, but nothing is lost.
User ID: 5465427
United States
12/06/2011 11:22 PM
YOUR MIND is what you use to discern, religious texts will do nothing for you. You born to think, give it try. YOU know the laws by the process of being born you know.

The torah is not the work of God either. And the Lord God of Moses dear one is a PLANET. Jehovah/Yahweh/YHWH is the name of a PLANET. YES. The people from that world babysit this world. These ones guided Moses from their craft, fed the manna from their craft, gave the 20 or commandments from their craft and fried Sodom and Gomorrah from their craft. This is truth.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Thanks for NOT showing me the same respect I've tried so hard to extend to you.

I've not bashed your religion. I've not insulted your beliefs (at least not intentionally). WHY would you think to not extend a little something called COMMON COURTESY to someone that's been accommodating, patient and shown you genuine curiosity?

EDIT TO ADD: I'm 41 and possess a 135 IQ, please refrain from condescending to me as if I were a child.

Last Edited by Sir Phydeau on 12/06/2011 11:28 PM

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4528267
Germany
12/06/2011 11:29 PM

YOUR MIND is what you use to discern, religious texts will do nothing for you. You born to think, give it try. YOU know the laws by the process of being born you know.

The torah is not the work of God either. And the Lord God of Moses dear one is a PLANET. Jehovah/Yahweh/YHWH is the name of a PLANET. YES. The people from that world babysit this world. These ones guided Moses from their craft, fed the manna from their craft, gave the 20 or commandments from their craft and fried Sodom and Gomorrah from their craft. This is truth.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Thanks for NOT showing me the same respect I've tried so hard to extend to you.

I've not bashed your religion. I've not insulted your beliefs (at least not intentionally). WHY would you think to not extend a little something called COMMON COURTESY to someone that's been accommodating, patient and shown you genuine curiosity?

EDIT TO ADD: I'm 41 and possess a 135 IQ, please refrain from condescending to me as if I were a child.

Quoting: Sir Phydeau

Army of YAHUWAH?

Would you please explain

I also know some things about YAHs army.....
She is crazy
Quoting: **Anonymous Coward 4528267**

I'm not so sure about that, she's VERY lucid.

She is a heathen
Quoting: **Anonymous Coward 4528267**

Meh, thanks to the RCC, I despise and never use that word.

**Sir Phydeau**
Nothing lasts, but nothing is lost.
User ID: 5465427
United States
12/06/2011 11:34 PM

Army of YAHUWAH?

Would you please explain

I also know some things about YAHs army.....
Quoting: **Anonymous Coward 4528267**

It's been shown to me (and subsequently "proven" to me) that "Yahuwah" is the correct transliteration of YHWH.

That tag in my signature was from an event I attended on the weekend of Oct 7-10 and at that event the men there were "knighted" into the "Army of God". (Also why I added the 'Sir' to my
name.) Out of respect for my beliefs of "Gawd" and "Jesus" being pagan names they actually even said them right for me! I was so excited.

The reality of the situation is that it means really nothing at all. But is sure was fun! :D

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4528267
Germany
12/06/2011 11:37 PM

Army of YAHUWAH?

Would you please explain

I also know some things about YAHs army.....
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4528267

It's been shown to me (and subsequently "proven" to me) that "Yahuwah" is the correct transliteration of YHWH.

That tag in my signature was from an event I attended on the weekend of Oct 7-10 and at that event the men there were "knighted" into the "Army of God". (Also why I added the 'Sir' to my name.) Out of respect for my beliefs of "Gawd" and "Jesus" being pagan names they actually even said them right for me! I was so excited.

The reality of the situation is that it means really nothing at all. But is sure was fun! :D
Quoting: Sir Phydeau

The correct name is YAHUWAH!

That is truth!

Do you follow Yahushua?

Sir Phydeau
Nothing lasts, but nothing is lost.
User ID: 5465427
United States
12/06/2011 11:39 PM

Do you follow Yahushua?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4528267
To the best of my ability, yessir. Sadly, I fall off my mark WAY too often (especially when it comes to my temper and arrogance ... work in progress and all.)

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4528267
Germany
12/06/2011 11:41 PM

Do you follow Yahushua?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4528267

To the best of my ability, yessir. Sadly, I fall off my mark WAY too often (especially when it comes to my temper and arrogance ... work in progress and all.)
Quoting: Sir Phydeau

You understand the sacred names and i feel you are a watchmen

Sally Starseed
User ID: 1319910
United States
12/06/2011 11:47 PM

My throat is still sore from the big gulp I made after reading about our deadline before Christmas.

I've seen all over the Internet photo and radar evidence of motherships and huge transport ships for the several months. They look HUGE! But the channeled messages said that these ships were only here to watch the "show" of our final days play out.

And I've never heard or read anything about evacuation of Agartha and Telos prior to your thread. In fact it was reported that Agartha and Telos exist in 5D and therefore are immune to the 3D earth changes.

I feel we are really close to wrapping up this earth theatre but I didn't know it was so soon. The galactic messages I've been reading point to a fuzzy date of maybe somewhere in 2012, or if not then perhaps, maybe, after 2012, roughly speaking, later, if things happen that way, or need to happen that way, maybe, perhaps, and then it would be that time in a matter of a few months, likely, unless it doesn't happen.

Sir Phydeau
Nothing lasts, but nothing is lost.
User ID: 5465427
United States
12/06/2011 11:51 PM
You understand the sacred names and i feel you are a watchmen
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4528267

Interesting.

Based on personality traits, I consider myself a Simeonite.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4528267
Germany
12/06/2011 11:55 PM

You understand the sacred names and i feel you are a watchmen
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4528267

Interesting.

Based on personality traits, I consider myself a Simeonite.
Quoting: Sir Phydeau

I Am a son of Issachar

Sir Phydeau
Nothing lasts, but nothing is lost.
User ID: 5465427
United States
12/07/2011 12:00 AM

I Am a son of Issachar
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4528267

I can't say I'm real familiar with the personality traits of a Y'issacharite.
I've only recently started my research on the other tribes. Only about 1/3 of a way through the series of books written by Steven Collins.

Sadly, there's a vacuum where information on the tribes should be ... so difficult to find any REAL and historical data on the matter.

**overmind**
User ID: 3022476
United States
12/07/2011 01:50 AM

Since the summer of 2005 she was gradually placed under CIA mind-control, when her increasing ego caused her to lose her Divine Protection. The Abundant Hope website is fooling many people with disinformation. Candace has been pulled into the Mormon camp and their plan to become the One World religion. **The Mormon Church** had great input in the compilation of the Urantia Book, and much of it is simply not Truth.

Quoting: **The Truth 4528267**

And if you read it, you would know that it contradicts quite a bit of Mormonism. In fact, it contradicts quite a bit of Christianity in general.

**Sir Phydeau**
Nothing lasts, but nothing is lost.
User ID: 5465427
United States
12/07/2011 01:53 AM

And if you read it, you would know that it contradicts quite a bit of Mormonism. In fact, it contradicts quite a bit of Christianity in general.

Quoting: **overmind**

LOL ... "quite a bit"?

I don't recall Gen 123:2 "And on the 190th day God created the USS Enterprise and saw that it was good"
And if you read it, you would know that it contradicts quite a bit of Mormonism. In fact, it contradicts quite a bit of Christianity in general.

Quoting: overmind

LOL ... "quite a bit"?

I don't recall Gen 123:2 "And on the 190th day God created the USS Enterprise and saw that it was good"

:P

Quoting: Sir Phydeau

You're confusing the material from Candace with a book you've never read. She often mentions material from the Phoenix Journals which contradicts what's written in the Urantia Book, yet she uses both as examples of complete truth which creates problems. She doesn't make logical sense.

Sir Phydeau
Nothing lasts, but nothing is lost.
User ID: 5465427
United States
12/07/2011 02:29 AM

You're confusing the material from Candace with a book you've never read. She often mentions material from the Phoenix Journals which contradicts what's written in the Urantia Book, yet she uses both as examples of complete truth which creates problems. She doesn't make logical sense.

Quoting: overmind
I might be, but I was just being silly for a laugh.

**overmind**
User ID: 3022476
United States
12/07/2011 03:00 AM

You're confusing the material from Candace with a book you've never read. She often mentions material from the Phoenix Journals which contradicts what's written in the Urantia Book, yet she uses both as examples of complete truth which creates problems. She doesn't make logical sense.

Quoting: **overmind**

I might be, but I was just being silly for a laugh.

Quoting: **Sir Phydeau**

Yeah I know, and it was a good joke.

**firmament** (OP)
User ID: 5374773
Germany
12/07/2011 08:09 AM

Dear friend,

<snip>

Quoting: **Anonymous Coward 5374773**

You are very polite and patient, something I can respect.

Thing is, it seems that you're missing my point a bit: If/when this Candace person is revealed to be a false prophet ... will she admit it or "pull a Nancy"? C'mon, you know what I mean, bro.

We are commanded to test and challenge anyone that claims to be a prophet of YHWH.
Firstly by comparing their claims to the word (and I'd say at least 1/3 of her crap that I've read is NOT in line with His prophets.)

YHWH is not part of the "New Age Movement".

Secondly by comparing their claims to reality. If they say something will happen and it doesn't, then they're either delusional or outright lying. NEITHER of which makes them a prophet.

I'll be honest, I personally think the woman is full of crap and am quite confident that come January 1st, everything will be just as it was on December 31st. At that time, I wonder how many of her "followers" will realize they've been conned and how many will continue to be willfully ignorant.

Passionate credulity, while entertaining to watch is something serious. Heaven's Gate comes to mind.

Quoting: Sir Phydeau

Hello again Sir Phydeau,

if you dont mind i would answer your reply later today. I'm working right now.

GOD BLESS

Sir Phydeau
Nothing lasts, but nothing is lost.
User ID: 5465427
United States
12/07/2011 10:12 AM

Hello again Sir Phydeau,

if you dont mind i would answer your reply later today. I'm working right now.

GOD BLESS

Quoting: firmament

Sure thing ... we got all the time in the world.
And if you read it, you would know that it contradicts quite a bit of Mormonism. In fact, it contradicts quite a bit of Christianity in general.

Quoting: overmind

LOL ... "quite a bit"?

I don't recall Gen 123:2 "And on the 190th day God created the USS Enterprise and saw that it was good"

:P

Quoting: Sir Phydeau

You're confusing the material from Candace with a book you've never read. She often mentions material from the Pheonix Journals which contradicts what's written in the Urantia Book, yet she uses both as examples of complete truth which creates problems. She doesn't make logical sense.

Quoting: overmind

It does not contradict it, it enhances the UB. ON purpose certain material was left out of the UB for very good reasons. now Aton and Esu do have the right to determine when additional material can be revealed. There is no problem. Esu's journey after the crucifixion could not be revealed at the time the UB was presented to this world. In fact it wasn't even published until after the return, and there were reasons for that too.
No offense, but last year this time you all said the same thing about not seeing the new year.

I mean, I'd like for goodness to rule the day, but the precedent that has been set isn't good.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5761840
United States
12/07/2011 02:36 PM

---

No offense, but last year this time you all said the same thing about not seeing the new year.

I mean, I'd like for goodness to rule the day, but the precedent that has been set isn't good.

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 6716543

Last year we put in place a plan to bring announcements with the teaching period and it did not work, dark pulled a good one. The plan even allowed that we might not need the ministasis. You need to understand this is a difficult world, the worst of the worse of the thugs are on this place and things don't go as we hope, just about always it seems. Our several plans over the years have been conceived to get teaching to the masses, all not successful, the dark simply welll not cooperate and we can do nothing globally for the people and the planet without that cooperation.

It is galactic law, because no matter how bad, people believe in their governments. We tried a work around on that backfired in fact.

One of the "backfires" is that China secretly got their hands on the Federal Reserve and also got a lot of "God's" wealth of which you probably know nothing about thru the OITC. They destroyed it with double agents. We must have come control over the global financial system, or cooperation at least and this has not been forth coming with the Chinese either.

Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/07/2011 02:54 PM

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 6716543
United States
So you want God to apologize for not meeting your expectations?
Quoting: tava6655 1511728

Again, I ask: Is Candace your god? I'm not expecting YHWH to apologize for a charlatan who's looking for attention to feed their histrionic/narcissistic personality disorder.

My question is still being dodged by folks who keep setting up a straw man. The last few replies to my honest question have been met with replies that, to my perception, come off as "Don't question what Candace says!! By doing so, you're questioning God!!"

This is the same kind of crap that led to my being an atheist for a decade before He spoke to me and removed my ability to disbelieve.

The pastor of a church is NOT God. The leader of a cult is NOT God. Questioning someone who claims to be a prophet of YHWH is a COMMANDMENT of YHWH.

By you telling people to not question what she claims is a DIRECT VIOLATION OF YHWH'S LAW! A prophet would NEVER even think to do that.
Quoting: Sir Phydeau

Perhaps, but YHWH isn't here and doesn't speak.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 6716543
United States
12/07/2011 03:55 PM

it is unlikely this will go past Christmas, but not impossible. that big wave should be arriving by then, but it will does not hit with a big whamp, it must work its way from the center to the surface. The choice to stop somewhat mitigating these various way laps, we had two this year, starting march (but I heard it before then, in february), and mid summer. each time we have a lap, the results of such return to the CEntral Universe and based on what is received another goes out. This next one is considerably more intense and since their continues to be not only no cooperation but the upcoming cyborg war, and more planned genocide and the like, it is time to throw in the rag.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Normally you make me crazy ... but here you're being polite and accepting ... I could get used to that. Thank you.

Allow me to ask my question in a different, more direct way: At what point does moving the goalposts become evidence of inaccuracy?
Quoting: Sir Phydeau

They have been moving constantly. This time last year they put out that we wouldn't see the new year. But then we did.
YOUR MIND is what you use to discern, religious texts will do nothing for you. You born to think, give it try. You know the laws by the process of being born you know.

The torah is not the work of God either. And the Lord God of Moses dear one is a PLANET. Jehovah/Yahweh/ YHWH is the name of a PLANET. YES. The people from that world babysit this world. These ones guided Moses from their craft, fed the manna from their craft, gave the 20 or commandments from their craft and fried Sodom and Gomorrah from their craft. This is truth.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Thanks for NOT showing me the same respect I've tried so hard to extend to you.

I've not bashed your religion. I've not insulted your beliefs (at least not intentionally). WHY would you think to not extend a little something called COMMON COURTESY to someone that's been accommodating, patient and shown you genuine curiosity?

EDIT TO ADD: I'm 41 and possess a 135 IQ, please refrain from condescending to me as if I were a child.

Quoting: Sir Phydeau

? Why do you care if you are ever so intelligent?

overmind

And if you read it, you would know that it contradicts quite a bit of Mormonism. In fact, it contradicts quite a bit of Christianity in general.

Quoting: overmind

LOL ... "quite a bit"?

I don't recall Gen 123:2 "And on the 190th day God created the USS Enterprise and saw that it was good"

:P

Quoting: Sir Phydeau
You're confusing the material from Candace with a book you've never read. She often mentions material from the Pheonix Journals which contradicts what's written in the Urantia Book, yet she uses both as examples of complete truth which creates problems. She doesn't make logical sense.

Quoting: overmind

It does not contradict it, it enhances the UB. ON purpose certain material was left out of the UB for very good reasons. now Aton and Esu do have the right to determine when additional material can be revealed. There is no problem. Esu's journey after the crucifixion could not be revealed at the time the UB was presented to this world. In fact it wasn't even published until after the return, and there were reasons for that too.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

We'll have to agree to disagree.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 6716543
United States
12/07/2011 04:30 PM

And if you read it, you would know that it contradicts quite a bit of Mormonism. In fact, it contradicts quite a bit of Christianity in general.

Quoting: overmind

LOL ... "quite a bit"?

I don't recall Gen 123:2 "And on the 190th day God created the USS Enterprise and saw that it was good"

:P

Quoting: Sir Phydeau

You're confusing the material from Candace with a book you've never read. She often mentions material from the Pheonix Journals which contradicts what's written in the Urantia Book, yet she uses both as examples of complete truth which creates problems. She doesn't make logical sense.

Quoting: overmind

It does not contradict it, it enhances the UB. ON purpose certain material was left out of the UB for very good reasons. now Aton and Esu do have the right to determine when additional material can be revealed. There is no problem. Esu's journey after the crucifixion could not be revealed at the time the UB was presented to this world. In fact it wasn't even published until after the return, and there were reasons for that too.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

You know, some of what you say is true (according to the bible). While nothing AH puts out seems to come to fruition, Jesus DID state that when he comes back he'd talk more plainly the things of
his father.

Now, whether that is what you are stating or something else, I'll give you credit as the religions of the world don't speak more clearly the things of the father. Key word clearly.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 6716543
United States
12/07/2011 04:41 PM

No offense, but last year this time you all said the same thing about not seeing the new year.

I mean, I'd like for goodness to rule the day, but the precedent that has been set isn't good.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 6716543

Last year we put in place a plan to bring announcements with the teaching period and it did not work, dark pulled a good one. The plan even allowed that we might not need the ministasis. You need to understand this is a difficult world, the worst of the worse of the thugs are on this place and things don't go as we hope, just about always it seems. Our several plans over the years have been conceived to get teaching to the masses, all not successful, the dark simply welll not cooperate and we can do nothing globally for the people and the planet without that cooperation. It is galactic law, because no matter how bad, people believe in their governments. We tried a work around on that backfired in fact.

One of the "backfires" is that China secretly got their hands on the Federal Reserve and also got a lot of "God's" wealth of which you probably know nothing about thru the OITC. They destroyed it with double agents. We must have come control over the global financial system, or cooperation at least and this has not been forth coming with the Chinese either.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I do understand the difficulty. It's hard to be in anyones shoes, how much more so the creators.

I for one minute don't pretend to know what's what. While my will power is weak, my mind is strong. I do know that most people hold onto memes they learn as children and through life, no matter how odd or ungodly they are.

And while at times I get the impression you are self destructing via internet chat rooms, I do honestly feel you are right.

There is just so much confusion in this world and perhaps mankind has created the tower of Babyl via differing thoughts and religions.

I wait patiently for victory, whether in this life or the next.

Sir Phydeau
Nothing lasts, but nothing is lost.
User ID: 5465427
United States
12/07/2011 05:07 PM
? Why do you care if you are ever so intelligent?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 6716543

A 135 IQ is not "ever so intelligent", it's just not stupid.

Is there some reason you have a chip on your shoulder and keep replying to MY posts with that chip in my face?

Not that I care, you're insignificant. Just curious.

IS-BE
User ID: 5022131
United States
12/07/2011 05:25 PM

BUMP

firmament (OP)
User ID: 5374773
Germany
12/07/2011 05:48 PM

Dear friend,

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5374773

You are very polite and patient, something I can respect.

Thing is, it seems that you're missing my point a bit: If/when this Candace person is revealed to be a false prophet ... will she admit it or "pull a Nancy"? C'mon, you know what I mean, bro.

We are commanded to test and challenge anyone that claims to be a prophet of YHWH.
Firstly by comparing their claims to the word (and I'd say at least 1/3 of her crap that I've read is NOT in line with His prophets.)

YHWH is not part of the "New Age Movement".

Secondly by comparing their claims to reality. If they say something will happen and it doesn't, then they're either delusional or outright lying. NEITHER of which makes them a prophet.

I'll be honest, I personally think the woman is full of crap and am quite confident that come January 1st, everything will be just as it was on December 31st. At that time, I wonder how many of her "followers" will realize they've been conned and how many will continue to be willfully ignorant.

Passionate credulity, while entertaining to watch is something serious. Heaven's Gate comes to mind.

Quoting: Sir Phydeau

Hi Sir Phydeau my friend,

finally made it after having some trouble with the Internet caused by bad weather. So here we go....

1.) You addressed this question to the wrong person. I can only speak for myself.

2.) No one ever claimed to be a prophet. They are messengers.

The prophets of the Torah... do I have to go conform with the Torah? Who says those prophets were inspired by the Creator? I do respect if this is what keeps you going and I do not have any hard feelings about it, but this is not for me.

3.) You have to ask GOD in order to know weather or not he is part of a Movement..... I can only speak for myself I'm not a New Ager.

4.) All I have to do is read old/older messages and as I look around in this world I have all the proof I need, he didn't miss a point so far.

5.) Who do you follow? Do you follow the teachers who gives you Torah lessons, the prophets or GOD? I follow GOD.

6.) Ignorant... remains to be seen.

7.) Passion yes, credulity not at all.

GOD BLESS ❤️

Sir Phydeau
Nothing lasts, but nothing is lost.
User ID: 5465427
2.) No one ever claimed to be a prophet. They are messengers.
Quoting: firmament

Welcome back. Thank you for the reply. Only one thing I wish to clarify here.

The word "prophet" these days has taken on a meaning similar to a "fortune teller" or someone who makes predictions. However, a prophet of YHWH is merely someone who delivers a message from YHWH. Hence why I used the term here.

Anyone that claims to be relaying a message from God is claiming to be a prophet.

firmament (OP)
User ID: 5374773
Germany
12/07/2011 06:30 PM

<snip>
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5374773

Thank you for your reply.

Just so I'm clear ... are you saying that Candace is your god?

Also for my own clarification: are you saying that if/when this event doesn't happen, none of you will admit you were wrong? If so, interesting.
Quoting: Sir Phydeau

Dear friend,

my GOD is the same as yours. You may call him a different name that's fine with me.

Candace is not my GOD, but I give credit to whom credit belongs! Like it or not, she does great
work with the Creator for us folks!

I have a very close relationship with God myself. I wish every living Soul in this world would take their chance in doing so. That way all things would be clear and no one had to relay on someone else's word. That would be fantastic.

To your question about admitting being wrong or not I will try to explain it to you the best I can.

GOD is never wrong. He gave these words asking to make them accessible for the people, this is what we are doing. If he would have to change his order he would let us know, therefor you would know also, if this should be of your interest. He changed his Order before because he saw a slight chance for us the people to make the necessary moves without his interference. Humanity didn't make it...maybe because to much NLP going on.

Anyway, if you would be in the position to ever correct one of your moves would you give yourself all kind of bad names?, would you call yourself a lier?, or would you rather announce the changes and give some reasons about the why and what for?

GOD is not rigid, he is motion and he changes orders whenever there is the need for doing so. If he does so, what do you think I'm going to do...knock him in the head? I might argue with him over the subject yes, i could also tell him that I don't want to work for him anymore. It is my choice always.

Don't ever think this is fun... it is not!! It could be a lot easier though, if some folks would at least keep their manners.

GOD BLESS

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5374773

He isn't saying anything about God, he's saying that Candace isn't a trustworthy T/R. It is impossible to be 100% sure who the source of the message really is for those reading it (this is true for everything of this nature), so it is very easy for someone to be doubtful. There are some complex contradictions and conflicting parties within the current spiritual movement. It's not hard for people to spot conflicting information when looking around, it does get confusing. I'm not criticizing you guys here, but people do deserve an apology if nothing happens this year.

Quoting: overmind

Hello overmind,

Thank you for your input.

I understand what you are saying and I'm a 100% with you on this. But tell me what kind of apology does one expect? See if I were to tell you something coming from myself, sure I would apologize should I be wrong. But if messages are given and they are never given lightly, and the Creator should change HIS mind about it, than all we can do is tell and give out his new directive, which always includes his explanation (apology) why he did change orders.
What puzzles me is the fact, that so many blindly believe in old books, religions, preachers and so on... unwilling to use their own GOD given mind, but call the messengers deceivers......funny.

GOD BLESS 😊

firmament (OP)
User ID: 5374773
Germany
12/07/2011 06:32 PM

2.) No one ever claimed to be a prophet. They are messengers.

Quoting: firmament

Welcome back. Thank you for the reply. Only one thing I wish to clarify here.

The word “prophet” these days has taken on a meaning similar to a "fortune teller" or someone who makes predictions. However, a prophet of YHWH is merely someone who delivers a message from YHWH. Hence why I used the term here.

Anyone that claims to be relaying a message from God is claiming to be a prophet.

Quoting: Sir Phydeau

Hi Sir Phydeau,

thank you for your explanation.

GOD BLESS 😊

firmament (OP)
User ID: 5374773
Germany
12/07/2011 07:20 PM

It is good night for me folks.
See you all tomorrow.
Please keep your manners. To treat each other with respect shouldn't be to much of a task for you all.

GOD BLESS 🌹

**Nobody in Particular**  
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP  
User ID: 5787814  
United States  
12/07/2011 07:34 PM

2.) No one ever claimed to be a prophet. They are messengers.  
Quoting: **firmament**

Welcome back. Thank you for the reply. Only one thing I wish to clarify here.

The word "prophet" these days has taken on a meaning similar to a "fortune teller" or someone who makes predictions. However, a prophet of YHWH is merely someone who delivers a message from YHWH. Hence why I used the term here.

Anyone that claims to be relaying a message from God is claiming to be a prophet.  
Quoting: **Sir Phydeau**

You are quite misinformed as to the nature of God dear one. For the fact shows here you don't know what God is. YHWY FOR STARTERS IS NOT God, I don't care what word you use. The FATHER IS INSIDE YOUR MIND and can be accessed at your own will and discretion. At this time, most are supposed to be "prophets" by your definition. You have put the Father outside of yourself, like 99.999999999999999999999999999999% of the people on this world.

God can only manifest THRU you, not any other way. YOUR YWHO is a PLANET not GOD, that is how corrupted your spiritual works are. They are a civilization where the more mature ones are involved in babysitting this planet. They are NOT "GOD". They are advanced humans.

I am not a "prophet" by YOUR TERMS. The reason there is so much diversity in the messages is because the DARK have created many of the new age sites and they have done all their dividing there, just as they have done with all religions on this world.

NOW FIND YOUR LIGHT WITHIN and kindly STFU. For in doing that, you won't need the RAG here.

The planet did NOT come into UNITY. We are going into STASIS because its a FAILURE going
on. The dark have you all believing your own version of God is up in the sky some place. They have been very successful at preventing unity of the species of human of planet earth. Start pondering that and you will make some spiritual growth.

_Last Edited by *Nobody in Particular* on 12/07/2011 07:39 PM_

**Sir Phydeau**
Nothing lasts, but nothing is lost.
User ID: 5465427
United States
12/07/2011 07:38 PM

2.)No one ever claimed to be a prophet. They are messengers.

Quoting: _firmament_

Welcome back. Thank you for the reply. Only one thing I wish to clarify here.

The word "prophet" these days has taken on a meaning similar to a "fortune teller" or someone who makes predictions. However, a prophet of YHWH is merely someone who delivers a message from YHWH. Hence why I used the term here.

Anyone that claims to be relaying a message from God is claiming to be a prophet.

Quoting: **Sir Phydeau**

you are quite misinformed as to the nature of God dear one. for the fact shows here you don't know what God is. YHWY FOR STARTERS IS NOT God, I don't care what word you use. The FATHER IS INSIDE YOUR MIND and can be accessed at your own will and discretion. At this time, most are supposed to be "prophets" by your definition. You have put the Father outside of yourself, like 99.999999999999999999999999999999% of the people on this world. God can only manifest THRU you, not any other way. YOUR YWHY is a PLANET not GOD, that is how corrupted your spiritual works are. They are a civilization where the more mature ones are involved in babysitting this planet. They are NOT "GOD". They are advanced humans.

I am not a "prophet" by YOUR TERMS. The reason there is so much diversity in the messages is because the DARK have created many of the new age sites and they have done all their dividing there, just as they have done with all religions on this world.

NOW FIND YOUR LIGHT WITHIN and kindly STFU.

Quoting: _Nobody in Particular_

I have not proselytized at you, please don't do it to me. I wouldn't join your religion if it PAID.
Sorry, I'm on my path. You are on yours. Please stop trying to drag me to hell with you.

Exactly who in the fuck do you think you are? Take your religion and ram it DEEPLY and FIRMLY right up your own ass. (Yes, now you're starting to piss me off you little cunt.)

Shalom aleichem, be well and fuck off.

As far as your closing "STFU" ... make me, cunt. Have your little green men that you chat with constantly come to my house and make me. See, you can't because either a) you're making it all up for attention or b) you're completely batshit crazy and delusions only affect the person having them.

Funny how you're ALWAYS "on a craft" but have NEVER taken a camera with you. AMAZING that you're the ONLY person that can see this "craft".

I was having a conversation with someone else. Butt your know-it-all ass out of it, bitch.

_Last Edited by Phennommennonn on 12/07/2011 07:58 PM_

**Nobody in Particular**
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 5787814
United States
12/07/2011 07:41 PM

2.)No one ever claimed to be a prophet. They are messengers.
   Quoting: firmament

Welcome back. Thank you for the reply. Only one thing I wish to clarify here.

The word "prophet" these days has taken on a meaning similar to a "fortune teller" or someone who makes predictions. However, a prophet of YHWH is merely someone who delivers a message from YHWH. Hence why I used the term here.

Anyone that claims to be relaying a message from God is claiming to be a prophet.
   Quoting: Sir Phydeau

you are quite misinformed as to the nature of God dear one. for the fact shows here you don't know what God is. YHWY FOR STARTERS IS NOT God, I don't care what word you use. The FATHER IS INSIDE YOUR MIND and can be accessed at your own will and discretion. At this time, most are supposed to be "prophets" by your definition. You have put the Father outside of yourself, like 99.999999999999999999999% of the people on this world.
God can only manifest THRU you, not any other way. YOUR YWHY is a PLANET not GOD, that is how corrupted your spiritual works are. They are a civilization where the more mature ones are involved in babysitting this planet. They are NOT "GOD". They are advanced humans.

I am not a "prophet" by YOUR TERMS. The reason there is so much diversity in the messages is because the DARK have created many of the new age sites and they have done all their dividing there, just as they have done with all religions on this world.

NOW FIND YOUR LIGHT WITHIN and kindly STFU.
Quoting: **Nobody in Particular**

I have not proselytized at you, please don't do it to me. I wouldn't join your religion if it PAID.

Sorry, I'm on my path. You are on yours. Please stop trying to drag me to hell with you.

Exactly who in the fuck do you think you are? Take your religion and ram it DEEPLY and FIRMLY right up your own ass. (Yes, now you're starting to piss me off you little cunt.)

Shalom aleichem, be well and fuck off.
Quoting: **Sir Phydeau**

**I DON'T HAVE A RELIGION. I DID NOT START A RELIGION, NOR DID ANY OTHER AVATAR**

**NOW LOOK FOR THE FATHER WITHIN YOUR MIND. THAT HAS BEEN MY CONSISTANT TEACHING, THE PURPOSE TO HELP GET YOU ONES OFF THE SHIT THAT IS DIVIDING YOU FROM BECOMING THE BROTHERHOOD OF MAN. YOU DON'T SEE IT.**

**Sir Phydeau**
Nothing lasts, but nothing is lost.
User ID: 5465427
United States
12/07/2011 07:42 PM

*I CAN'T. THIS IS IMPORTANT.
WHAT?
SOMETHING IS WRONG ON THE INTERNET.*

**I DON'T HAVE A RELIGION. I DID NOT START A RELIGION, NOR DID ANY OTHER AVATAR**

**NOW LOOK FOR THE FATHER WITHIN YOUR MIND. THAT HAS BEEN MY CONSISTANT TEACHING, THE PURPOSE TO HELP GET YOU ONES OFF THE SHIT THAT IS DIVIDING YOU FROM BECOMING THE BROTHERHOOD OF MAN. YOU DON'T SEE IT.**

Quoting: **Nobody in Particular**
Yes you do. You’re trying to create a cult. Will everyone have to wear Nike sneakers and commit suicide so they can make it to the mothership?

Lemme guess, for a one time installment of ____ all this can be their’s too!

You’re a fucking cunt who has made the mistake of taking my patience to it’s conclusion ... welcome to the rat race.

The only thing I’m gonna look for is your ability to mind your own fucking business,

If the "brotherhood of man" includes you, I want no part of it, cunt.

_Last Edited by Phennommenonn on 12/07/2011 08:15 PM_

**Nobody in Particular**  
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP  
User ID: 5787814  
United States  
12/07/2011 07:49 PM

I DON’T HAVE A RELIGION. I DID NOT START A RELIGION, NOR DID ANY OTHER AVATAR that walked this plane.

NOW LOOK FOR THE FATHER WITHIN YOUR MIND. THAT HAS BEEN MY CONSISTANT TEACHING, THE PURPOSE TO HELP GET YOU ONES OFF THE SHIT THAT IS DIVIDING YOU FROM BECOMING THE BROTHERHOOD OF MAN. YOU DON’T SEE IT.  
Quoting: **Nobody in Particular**

Yes you do. You’re trying to create a cult. Will everyone have to wear Nike sneakers and commit suicide so they can make it to the mothership?

Lemme guess, for a one time installment of ____ all this can be their’s too!

You’re a fucking cunt who has made the mistake of taking my patience to it’s conclusion ... welcome to the rat race.

The only thing I’m gonna look for is your ability to mind your own fucking business, cunt.

If the "brotherhood of man" includes you, I want no part of it, cunt.  
Quoting: **Sir Phydeau**
well all reading here, soak this one up, and you will see WHY man has not come into Brotherhood under the Fatherhood of GOD. Dam shame isn't it. Man would rather destroy his home than come into love and unity. YOu see how well religion and nationalism has gone to create the abominable situation where now there must finally be the stasis and the sorting. It is so sad and in fact incomprehensible. 😞😞😞😞😞😞😞😞😞😞

Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/07/2011 07:52 PM

Sir Phydeau
Nothing lasts, but nothing is lost.
User ID: 5465427
United States
12/07/2011 07:55 PM

ROFL, yeah, none of your predictions come true because of me. Oh, that's RICH!!!!

I look forward to HUGE levels of your being mocked and humiliated when January rolls around and everything you've said is AGAIN revealed to be total, complete and utter bullshit.

I was trying so hard to be polite and reasonable with you until the THIRD time you started telling me to walk away from MY god to worship YOUR'S.

Nope, ain't happening. I'm generally happy where I am in my life. I don't need your NEW AGER BULLSHIT of "You are God, find God within!".

That "Find God within" is the CORE of "New Age" ... but you can keep screaming "I'm not a new ager!!!!" all you want.

Last Edited by Phennomennonn on 12/07/2011 08:15 PM

Seer777
Riding the wings of the mind
User ID: 3018467
United States
12/07/2011 07:59 PM
well all reading here, soak this one up, and you will see WHY man has not come into Brotherhood under the Fatherhood of GOD. Dam shame isn't it. Man would rather destroy his home than come into love and unity. You see how well religion and nationalism has gone to create the abominable situation where now there must finally be the stasis and the sorting. It is so sad and in fact incomprehensible. 🙁

Quoting: **Nobody in Particular**

Man is ineffably distracted and divided. How could ANY ancient race of beings with eyes, expect anything different.

It is exactly the way it must be for 'prophesy' to manifest.

**IS-BE**
User ID: 5022131
🇬🇧United States
12/07/2011 08:10 PM

**BUMP**

**Nobody in Particular**
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 5787814
🇺🇸United States
12/07/2011 08:13 PM

well all reading here, soak this one up, and you will see WHY man has not come into Brotherhood under the Fatherhood of GOD. Dam shame isn't it. Man would rather destroy his home than come into love and unity. You see how well religion and nationalism has gone to create the abominable
situation where now there must finally be the stasis and the sorting. It is so sad and in fact incomprehensible.

Quoting: **Nobody in Particular**

Man is ineffably distracted and divided. How could ANY ancient race of beings with eyes, expect anything different.

It is exactly the way it must be for ‘prophesy’ to manifest.

Quoting: **Seer777**

It is because the universe hierarchy practices grace and forgiveness and hope and mercy. Not much understood here, really. But we gave it hope anyway. GAIA shall have her ascension and those ready to live n unity shall build a great civilization upon her surface.

*Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/07/2011 08:13 PM*

**Nobody in Particular**
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 5787814
United States
12/07/2011 08:36 PM

---

Well all reading here, soak this one up, and you will see WHY man has not come into Brotherhood under the Fatherhood of GOD. Dam shame isn't it. Man would rather destroy his home than come into love and unity. YOu see how well religion and nationalism has gone to create the abominable situation where now there must finally be the stasis and the sorting. It is so sad and in fact incomprehensible.

Quoting: **Nobody in Particular**

ROFL, yeah, none of your predictions come true because of me. Oh, that's RICH!!!!

I look forward to HUGE levels of your being mocked and humiliated when January rolls around and everything you've said is AGAIN revealed to be total, complete and utter bullshit.

I was trying so hard to be polite and reasonable with you until the THIRD time you started telling me to walk away from MY god to worship YOUR’S.

Nope, ain't happening. I'm generally happy where I am in my life. I don't need your NEW AGER BULLSHIT of “You are God, find God within!”.
That "Find God within" is the CORE of "New Age" ... but you can keep screaming "I'm not a new ager!!!" all you want.

Quoting: Sir Phydeau

Missed the boat again didn't you? There is ONLY ONE FATHER, FIRST SOURCE who resides within the human. Nothing "new age" about it, simple truth, which man has forgotten. You express that so well, thankyou, now maybe others will understand. This world will not know peace, until the BrotherHood of Man, manifests under the Fatherhood of GOD, which cannot happen until individuals in enough quantity manifest the Father Within them and KNOW THEY ARE SONS OF THAT SAME FATHER.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5266654
United States
12/07/2011 08:47 PM

2.)No one ever claimed to be a prophet. They are messengers.
Quoting: firmament

Welcome back. Thank you for the reply. Only one thing I wish to clarify here.

The word "prophet" these days has taken on a meaning similar to a "fortune teller" or someone who makes predictions. However, a prophet of YHWH is merely someone who delivers a message from YHWH. Hence why I used the term here.

Anyone that claims to be relaying a message from God is claiming to be a prophet.
Quoting: Sir Phydeau

you are quite misinformed as to the nature of God dear one. for the fact shows here you don't know what God is. YHWH FOR STARTERS IS NOT God, I don't care what word you use. The FATHER IS INSIDE YOUR MIND and can be accessed at your own will and discretion. At this time, most are supposed to be "prophets" by your definition. You have put the Father outside of yourself, like 99.99999999999999999999999% of the people on this world.

God can only manifest THRU you, not any other way. YOUR YWHY is a PLANET not GOD, that is how corrupted your spiritual works are. They are a civilization where the more mature ones are involved in babysitting this planet. They are NOT "GOD". They are advanced humans.

I am not a "prophet" by YOUR TERMS. The reason there is so much diversity in the messages is because the DARK have created many of the new age sites and they have done all their dividing there, just as they have done with all religions on this world.

NOW FIND YOUR LIGHT WITHIN and kindly STFU.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I have not proselytized at you, please don't do it to me. I wouldn't join your religion if it PAID.

Sorry, I'm on my path. You are on yours. Please stop trying to drag me to hell with you.
Exactly who in the fuck do you think you are? Take your religion and ram it DEEPLY and FIRMLY right up your own ass. (Yes, now you’re starting to piss me off you little cunt.)

Shalom aleichem, be well and fuck off.

As far as your closing "STFU" ... make me, cunt. Have your little green men that you chat with constantly come to my house and make me. See, you can't because either a) you're making it all up for attention or b) you're completely batshit crazy and delusions only affect the person having them.

Funny how you're ALWAYS "on a craft" but have NEVER taken a camera with you. AMAZING that you're the ONLY person that can see this "craft".

I was having a conversation with someone else. Butt your know-it-all ass out of it, bitch.

Quoting: Sir Phydeau

Wow....

I'm not down with any of this. No matter who is right or wrong, you are out of line.

Not sure what God or religion you subscribe to, but you shouldn't be on GLP if you can't communicate ideas without going to that extreme.

Welcome back. Thank you for the reply. Only one thing I wish to clarify here.

The word "prophet" these days has taken on a meaning similar to a "fortune teller" or someone who makes predictions. However, a prophet of YHWH is merely someone who delivers a message from YHWH. Hence why I used the term here.

Anyone that claims to be relaying a message from God is claiming to be a prophet.

Quoting: Sir Phydeau

you are quite misinformed as to the nature of God dear one. for the fact shows here you don’t know what God is. YHWY FOR STARTERS IS NOT God, I don't care what word you use. The FATHER IS INSIDE YOUR MIND and can be accessed at your own will and discretion. At this time, most are supposed to be "prophets" by your definition. You have put the Father outside of yourself, like 99.99999999999999999999% of the people on this world.

God can only manifest THRU you, not any other way. YOUR YWHY is a PLANET not GOD, that is how corrupted your spiritual works are. They are a civilization where the more mature ones are involved in babysitting this planet. They are NOT "GOD". They are advanced humans.
I am not a "prophet" by YOUR TERMS. The reason there is so much diversity in the messages is because the DARK have created many of the new age sites and they have done all their dividing there, just as they have done with all religions on this world.

NOW FIND YOUR LIGHT WITHIN and kindly STFU.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I have not proselytized at you, please don't do it to me. I wouldn't join your religion if it PAID.

Sorry, I'm on my path. You are on yours. Please stop trying to drag me to hell with you.

Exactly who in the fuck do you think you are? Take your religion and ram it DEEPLY and FIRMLY right up your own ass. (Yes, now you're starting to piss me off you little cunt.)

Shalom aleichem, be well and fuck off.

As far as your closing "STFU" ... make me, cunt. Have your little green men that you chat with constantly come to my house and make me. See, you can't because either a) you're making it all up for attention or b) you're completely batshit crazy and delusions only affect the person having them.

Funny how you're ALWAYS "on a craft" but have NEVER taken a camera with you. AMAZING that you're the ONLY person that can see this "craft".

I was having a conversation with someone else. Butt your know-it-all ass out of it, bitch.
Quoting: Sir Phydeau

Wow....

I'm not down with any of this. No matter who is right or wrong, you are out of line.

Not sure what God or religion you subcribe to, but you shouldn't be on GLP if you can't communicate ideas without going to that extreme.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5266654

^ I 100% agree with this comment. Thank you! ^

Sir Phydeau
Nothing lasts, but nothing is lost.
User ID: 5465427
United States
12/07/2011 08:54 PM
Wow....

I'm not down with any of this. No matter who is right or wrong, you are out of line.

Not sure what God or religion you subscribe to, but you shouldn't be on GLP if you can't communicate ideas without going to that extreme.

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5266654

^ I 100% agree with this comment. Thank you! ^
Quoting: IS-BE

It's called a "temper". I understand that it might be foreign to you because spineless people don't have one. Passive-aggressive retaliation and subversive "behind the scenes" revenge is all the spineless are capable of.

Judge all you want (but you're not judgmental!) but when someone tries to FORCE their beliefs on me, especially when they do so in such an arrogant, insulting manner I get hostile.

As for the first dude with "you should not be on GLP if ..." HAHAHAHAHAHA! New here?

Last Edited by Sir Phydeau on 12/07/2011 08:57 PM

overmind
User ID: 3022476
United States
12/07/2011 11:20 PM

Hello overmind,

Thank you for your input.

I understand what you are saying and I'm a 100% with you on this.
But tell me what kind of apology does one expect?
See if I were to tell you something coming from myself, sure I would apologize should I be wrong.
But if messages are given and they are never given lightly,
and the Creator should change HIS mind about it, than all we can do is tell and give out his new directive, which always includes his explanation (apology) why he did change orders.

What puzzles me is the fact, that so many blindly belief in old books, religions, preachers and so on... unwilling to use their own GOD given mind, but call the messengers deceivers.....funny.

GOD BLESS ❤️

Quoting: **firmament**

No, the apology would need to come from Candace, and I'm sure I won't be seeing one. I am a forgiving person, but giving false hope to people can lead to disastrous consequences. I believed her last year, but I've had to change my mind. Our beliefs just differ at this point, that's all I can say. If her version of the future comes true, great, I'm not completely against it. But I do have serious doubts, as I have stated. Take care.

**Sir Phydeau**

Nothing lasts, but nothing is lost.

User ID: 5465427

United States

12/07/2011 11:56 PM

I am a forgiving person

Quoting: **overmind**

Crap. I try to be as well. With that said ... *sigh*

Candace, I apologize for my little meltdown earlier. I try to be a better person than that. Sometimes if people keep hitting certain buttons ... I just blow a fuse.

Work in progress and all.

In turn, I forgive you for trying to force your religion down my throat.

Honestly, if you'd toss in an occasional qualifier like, "I believe", "As far as I understand it" or whatever instead of "Your religion is false, you have to follow MY beliefs!" while never providing a VERIFIABLE source or data to back up your claims. That delivery and attitude is VERY offensive.

I'm sorry, ma'am, but belief does NOT make fact.

_Last Edited by Sir Phydeau on 12/08/2011 12:10 AM_
Wow....

I'm not down with any of this. No matter who is right or wrong, you are out of line.

Not sure what God or religion you subscribe to, but you shouldn't be on GLP if you can't communicate ideas without going to that extreme.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5266654

^ I 100% agree with this comment. Thank you! ^
Quoting: IS-BE

It's called a "temper". I understand that it might be foreign to you because spineless people don't have one. Passive-aggressive retaliation and subversive "behind the scenes" revenge is all the spineless are capable of.

Judge all you want (but you're not judgmental!) but when someone tries to FORCE their beliefs on me, especially when they do so in such an arrogant, insulting manner I get hostile.

As for the first dude with "you should not be on GLP if ..." HAHAHAHAHA! New here?
Quoting: Sir Phydeau

Here lies one of the great problems. Candace says she finished the ascension to Paradise, that she managed to comprehend the Father. This takes billions of years of learning/traveling. Perfection doesn't get much better than that, yet she doesn't seem to possess a perfect personality. There is another problem concerning this, ascension requires god-fusion. This is how ascending souls become Divine beings. No Divine being would tell someone to STFU, plain and simple. It's really unfortunate that Candace has this wavering attitude because not everything she says is wrong (given it is hard for many to know which is which). It's just one of those things that proves she's human. But just to be fair, I will apologize if I'm wrong and we are all teleported to a spaceship.

Sir Phydeau
Nothing lasts, but nothing is lost.
User ID: 5465427
United States
12/08/2011 12:25 AM
I will apologize if I'm wrong

Quoting: overmind

Isn't this what ALL grown-ups are supposed to do?

overmind
User ID: 3022476
United States
12/08/2011 12:27 AM

I will apologize if I'm wrong

Quoting: overmind

Isn't this what ALL grown-ups are supposed to do?

Quoting: Sir Phydeau

Except for politicians. 😐

Sir Phydeau
Nothing lasts, but nothing is lost.
User ID: 5465427
United States
12/08/2011 12:41 AM

Except for politicians. 😐
Quoting: **overmind**

Oh, ain't THAT the truth!

**Nobody in Particular**  
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP  
User ID: 5787814  
United States  
12/08/2011 08:13 AM

---

Wow....

I'm not down with any of this. No matter who is right or wrong, you are out of line.

Not sure what God or religion you subscribe to, but you shouldn't be on GLP if you can't communicate ideas without going to that extreme.

Quoting: **Anonymous Coward 5266654**

^ I 100% agree with this comment. Thank you! ^

Quoting: **IS-BE**

It's called a "temper". I understand that it might be foreign to you because spineless people don't have one. Passive-aggressive retaliation and subversive "behind the scenes" revenge is all the spineless are capable of.

Judge all you want (but you're not judgmental!) but when someone tries to FORCE their beliefs on me, especially when they do so in such an arrogant, insulting manner I get hostile.

As for the first dude with "you should not be on GLP if ..." HAHAHAHAHA! New here?  
Quoting: **Sir Phydeau**

Here lies one of the great problems. Candace says she finished the ascension to Paradise, that she managed to comprehend the Father. This takes billions of years of learning/traveling. Perfection doesn't get much better than that, yet she doesn't seem to possess a perfect personality. There is another problem concerning this, ascension requires god-fusion. This is how ascending souls become Divine beings. No Divine being would tell someone to STFU, plain and simple. It's really unfortunate that Candace has this wavering attitude because not everything she says is wrong (given it is hard for many to know which is which). It's just one of those things that proves she's human. But just to be fair, I will apologize if I'm wrong and we are all teleported to a spaceship.  
Quoting: **overmind**
Jesus told people to STFU all the time. maybe the language was not the same but that was the intent. He certainly did so when he took on the money changers. He often got irritated and angry with his "apostles", who would not comprehend. He survived the crucifixion on purpose so he could get the hell of that terrible place and go on to teach others in other lands. He was often regarded with suspicion, insulted and driven away on his many journeys after the crucifixion. He fled many times. And this same shit continues today.

I only tell people that when they create terrible wrong lies about me. I am entitled to defend myself in the language customs of the time. There is a difference between ignorance and willful iniquity. There is willful iniquity going on against Me and against my organization and against God himself, here on GLP. If I so choose, in those situations, I am completely justified in telling them to STFU when they create or pass on deliberate lies. Iniquity is iniquity. Until you ones stop driving away the star seeds, on purpose, you will never find peace. Ponder that carefully.

I suppose by definition of Spineless given above, that I AM SUPPOSED to BE SPINELESS in order to be DIVINE? NO dear ones, Divinity means one is NOT spineless. To accept the willful iniquity here would be spineless and not of divinity. Jesus clearly pointed out the iniquity. he called those vile in fact to their faces. All I do is say a RARE STFU. Jesus chased away ones like Saul with big sticks too, by the way. I do not have to blindly accept the vile of vipers. enough said.

As to the message above "about" me, you ones did the same to Jesus,remember,and other avatars who have graced this world. The records of the murder, jailed, and otherwise falsely punished avatars are immense. That is what you do to the ones that come to grace you. Always. How many avatars walking in all fields on this planet have been murdered even since 911? Or otherwise shut up or punished?

You say the same to all of them trying to assist YOUR WORLD. Every time you shit in their faces, so some of us say STFU now and then only when we have had enough of the deliberate trashing?

Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/08/2011 09:23 AM